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Abstract This paper addresses one of the central problems arising at the transfer
stage in machine translation: syntactic mismatches, that is, mismatches between a
source-language sentence structure and its equivalent target-language sentence struc-
ture. The level at which we assume the transfer to be carried out is the Deep-Syntactic
Structure (DSyntS) as proposed in the Meaning-Text Theory (MTT). DSyntS is
abstract enough to avoid all types of divergences that result either from restricted
lexical co-occurrence or from surface-syntactic discrepancies between languages. As
for the remaining types of syntactic divergences, all of them occur not only interlin-
guistically, but also intralinguistically; this means that establishing correspondences
between semantically equivalent expressions of the source and target languages that
diverge with respect to their syntactic structure is nothing else than paraphrasing. This
allows us to adapt the powerful intralinguistic paraphrasing mechanism developed in
MTT for purposes of interlinguistic transfer.

Keywords Transfer · Syntactic mismatch · Paraphrasing · Deep-syntactic
structure · Meaning-Text Theory

1 Introduction

This paper considers the transfer stage at the level of syntactic structure in sentence-
to-sentence machine translation (MT) within the transfer-based paradigm. The
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syntactic transfer stage has to deal with the transfer of linguistic information of three
major types: (i) lexical units (“lexical transfer”), (ii) inflectional meanings, or gramme-
mes (“grammemic transfer”), and (iii) syntactic constructions (“syntactic transfer”).1

We focus on one particular aspect of the syntactic transfer: mismatches between source
and target sentence structures, a topic that has become increasingly popular during
the last two decades.

In this introductory section, we will first formulate the problem of syntactic mis-
matches as it is known today (1.1), then indicate the interlinguistic and intralinguistic
nature of syntactic mismatches (1.2), and finally sketch the relevant aspects of our
theoretical framework, the Meaning-Text Theory (MTT) (1.3).

1.1 The problem stated

Syntactic mismatches pose a serious problem to MT because they require idiosyncratic
transformations between the source and the target structures for each particular pair
of languages involved. In order to develop a general mechanism that handles such
transformations uniformly and in a systematic way we need to know all possible types
of mismatches, presented in a logically derived exhaustive typology.

The major types of syntactic mismatches between different languages have been
discussed—under the heading of “translation divergences”—in the influential work
of Dorr (1993, 1994). Dorr distinguishes the following types of syntactic mismatches:2

1. Mismatches due to syntactic actant permutation, or conversion (Dorr: “thematic
divergence”). In (1), the English syntactic subject I semantically corresponds
to the indirect object (IndirO) mne mne ‘to me’ in Russian; and the English
direct object (DirO) picture corresponds to the Russian subject kartina kartina
‘picture’.

(1) I like this picture.
Mne nravits� �ta kartina.
Mne navritsja èta kartina.
to-me pleases this picture

2. Mismatches due to dependency inversion, or head switching (Dorr: “demotion-
al/promotional divergence”). The dependent adverbial modifier in the first sen-
tence of each pair (just in (2), German gern ‘with-pleasure’ in (3)) semantically
corresponds to the top node (finite verb) of the second sentence (French venir
‘come’ in (2), like in (3)), while the finite verb of the first sentence corresponds to
the dependent element in the second.

(2) I just learned that.
Je viens de l’apprendre.
I come from that to-learn

(3) Ich schwimme gern.
I swim with-pleasure
I like swimming.

1 In order to restrict our task reasonably, we do not consider the transfer problems related to word
formation: derivation and compounding.
2 To make Dorr’s list more comparable with the types of mismatches described in this paper, we
use, where it seems appropriate, our own names for types of mismatches, but we cite Dorr’s terms in
parentheses. We also collapsed two of Dorr’s types with two others.
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3. Mismatches due to lexeme-phrase substitution, or lexical fission/fusion (Dorr:
“lexical conflational divergence”). The verbal lexeme in the first sentence of each
pair in (4) and (5) corresponds to a verbal phrase in the second sentence.

(4) I stabbed John.
Yo le di a John una puñalada.
I to-him gave to John a stab

(5) I like Mary.
Ich habe Mary gern.
I have Mary with-pleasure

4. Mismatches due to part-of-speech changes (Dorr: “categorial divergence”). In
(6), the same meaning is expressed by an adjective in English and a noun in
French.

(6) I am hungry.
J’ai faim.
I have hunger

5. Mismatches due to function-word introduction/elimination (Dorr: “structural
divergence”). The same meaning is expressed by an affix in French and an aux-
iliary in English (7), or by a verb without a preposition in English and by a verb
with a preposition in German (8).

(7) Je lirai.
I read+fut+1st-person
I will read.

(8) He entered the room.
Er trat in das Zimmer ein.
he stepped in the room in

Dorr’s typology has served as a starting point for a number of investigations into
the problem of structural mismatches in MT (see, e.g., Gawron 1999 ; Dave et al. 2001;
Gupta and Chatterjee 2001). We begin with it as well, in order to develop a universal
calculus of syntactic mismatches between languages and to propose a method for
handling them in a uniform manner.

1.2 The intra and inter-linguistic nature of syntactic mismatches

The basic idea that underlies our work sets it aside from most other approaches in the
field. We claim that the phenomenon of syntactic mismatches is as much interlinguistic
as intralinguistic. In other words, semantically equivalent syntactic structures within
one language (paraphrases) reveal mismatches of the same kind as those identified
between equivalent syntactic structures across languages. Therefore, in MT, a source
syntactic structure can be transferred by mapping it onto a mismatching target syntac-
tic structure by the same paraphrasing model as used to map a syntactic structure onto
a semantically equivalent, but syntactically mismatching structure in text generation,
that is, in an intralinguistic scenario.
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As was already pointed out by several researchers (see, e.g., Barnett et al. 1991;
Wanner 1996), all types of syntactic mismatches listed above occur not only inter-
linguistically (between different languages), but also intralinguistically (inside one
language) as well. For the above five interlinguistic types of mismatches, it is thus
possible to quote parallel examples of paraphrases within one language; cf. (11)–(20)
below, taken from German and Russian.

Before we proceed, two remarks are in order:

– Paraphrases that we use are not necessarily fully synonymous; slight semantic
divergences are admitted, in the same way as translations do not always preserve
absolutely the same meaning as the originals (Doherty 1999; Steiner 2001). Thus,
(11)–(14) and (17)–(18) are examples of approximate paraphrases.

– Particular types of syntactic mismatches are by no means equally common in any
language or possible with any lexical unit. For instance, function-word introduc-
tion/elimination is more typical interlinguistically, while lexical fission/fusion is
quite common intralinguistically (at least in the languages we have considered).
In German, the part-of-speech mismatch is possible with Hunger ‘hunger’/hung-
rig ‘hungry’, while it is impossible with the Russian equivalents golod golod/
golodny� golodnyj (9).

(9) a. Ich habe Hunger.—Ich bin hungrig.
I have hunger—I am hungry

b. *U men� golod.—� golodny�.
*U menja golod.—Ja golodnyj.
to me hunger—I am hungry

With the lexical unit meaning ‘chill [illness]’ the situation is inverse (10).

(10) a. Ich habe Schüttelfrost. lit. ‘By me [is] a chill.’
*Es frost-schüttelt mich. lit. ‘It chills me.’

b. U men� oznob. U menja oznob. lit. ‘By me [is] a chill.’
Men� znobit. Menja znobit. lit. ‘It chills me.’

Consider now examples of intralinguistic mismatches in (11)–(20).

1. Actant conversion mismatch

(11) a. Ich mag das Bild.—Mir gefällt das Bild.
I like the picture—to-me pleases the picture

b. � l�bl� �tu kartinu.—Mne nravits� �ta kartina.
Ja ljublju ètu kartinu.—Mne nravitsja èta kartina.
I like this picture—to-me pleases this picture

2. Head-switching mismatch

(12) a. Ich mag Schwimmen.—Ich schwimme gern.
I like swimming—I swim with-pleasure

b. � l�bl� plavat�. – � ohotno plava�.
Ja ljublju plavat’.—Ja oxotno plavaju.
I like to-swim—I with-pleasure swim
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3. Lexical fission/fusion mismatch

(13) Ich schoss auf John.—Ich gab auf John einen Schuss ab.
I shot at John—I gave at John a shot away

(14) � udaril D�ona no�om.—� nan�s D�onu no�evu� ranu.
Ja udaril Džona nožom.—Ja nanës Džonu noževuju ranu.
I stabbed John with-knife—I inflicted to-John knife wound
‘I stabbed John with a knife.’

4. Part-of-speech mismatch

(15) Ich bin hungrig.—Ich habe Hunger.
I am hungry—I have hunger

(16) Men� znobit.—U men� oznob.
Menja znobit.—U menja oznob.
Me [it]-chills—by me [is a] chill
‘I have a chill.’

5. Functional word introduction/elimination mismatch3

(17) Er las.—Er hat gelesen.
he read-imperfect—he has read-pastpart

(18) � budu sobirat�s� zavtra.—� soberus� zavtra.
Ja budu sobirat’sja zavtra.—Ja soberus’ zavtra.
I will pack tomorrow—I will-pack tomorrow

(19) Er betrat das Zimmer.—Er trat in das Zimmer ein.
he entered the room—he stepped into the room in

(20) a. Danny� suffiks prinadle�it mno�estvu slovoobrazovatel�-
nyh sredstv.
Dannyj suffiks prinadležit množestvu slovoobrazovatel’nyx sredstv.
this suffix belongs to-set of-derivational means

b. Danny� suffiks prinadle�it k mno�estvu slovoobrazova-
tel�nyh sredstv.
Dannyj suffiks prinadležit k množestvu slovoobrazovatel’nyx sredstv.
this suffix belongs to set of-derivational means

‘This suffix belongs to the set of derivational means.’

Therefore, we may conclude that structural mismatches between semantically
equivalent expressions of different languages constitute a particular case of a more
general phenomenon:

3 Generally speaking, the German imperfect and perfect are not synonymous, just as the Russian
imperfective and perfective aspects. However, in certain contexts the sentences in (17) and (18) are
nearly synonymous: cf. (i) and (ii).

(i) Gestern las er die ganze Nacht.
yesterday read-imperfect he the whole night

(ii) Gestern hat er die ganze Nacht gelesen.
yesterday has he the whole night read-pastpart

both meaning ‘Yesterday, he read the whole night’.
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Establishing correspondences between semantically equivalent but structurally
(= syntactically) divergent expressions is nothing else than paraphrasing. There-
fore, the problem of structural mismatches in MT can be solved by using a
general paraphrasing mechanism—both intra and interlinguistically.

MTT offers a general intralinguistic paraphrasing system (Žolkovskij 1967; Mel’čuk
1974, pp 149, 1988b, 1992; Milićević 2003). This paraphrasing system has already
been used in MT, among others, by Sanromán Vilas et al. (1999) and Apresjan et
al. (in press) intralinguistically at the source-language side to adjust source-language
structures to target-language structures. We adapt this system in our approach to the
interlinguistic resolution of source and target language structure mismatches.

1.3 The theoretical framework

The principle that underlies our work is as follows:

Given the complexity of the task of MT, the stage of transfer must be allevi-
ated as much as possible. Phenomena that are intralinguistic in nature should
be treated at the source side (= in the analysis), or the target side (= in the
synthesis), rather than in transfer.
As a result, many presumed problems of transfer that concern syntactic diver-
gences are relegated either to the analysis stage or to the synthesis stage; the
transfer stage has to deal only with phenomena that essentially involve both
source language LS and target language LT , dealing with them at the deep-syntax
level.

In our approach, the level at which the transfer is carried out is the deep-syntactic
structure (DSyntS), as proposed in MTT. DSyntS is abstract enough to avoid all types
of lexical and syntactic divergences that result from performing the transfer at the
surface-syntactic level (where restricted lexical co-occurrence and language-specific
constructions are represented). Therefore, as has already been pointed out for exam-
ple by Sanromán Vilas et al. (1999) and Han et al. (2000), DSyntS is well suited to
MT.4

In accordance with the stratificational character of an MTT-model, our transfer
schema looks as shown in Fig. 1 (the subscript S stands for source language, and the
subscript T for target language; these subscripts are used for all linguistic elements
under analysis).

In (22) and Figs. 2, 3 we characterize the three types of structures implied in this
schema, illustrating them for the Russian sentence (21) (already seen in (14)).

(21) � nan�s D�onu no�evu� ranu.
Ja nanës Džonu noževuju ranu.
i inflicted to-John knife wound
‘I stabbed John with a knife.’

The DMorphS of a sentence is a chain of DMorph-representations of its wordforms.
The DMorph representation of a word form consists of the name of the corresponding
lexeme and all necessary inflectional characteristics, “grammemes” (such as case and

4 Actually, a syntactic representation sufficiently close to the DSyntS was introduced in MT earlier
by Apresjan et al. (1989, 1992): it eliminates structural words, identifies values of lexical functions,
reduces the idioms to one node, introduces explicitly the semantic grammemes, etc.
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Fig. 1 General schema of transfer at the deep-syntactic level

Fig. 2 SSyntS for sentence (21)

number for nouns or voice, mode, aspect, tense, person and number for verbs).5 The
DMorphS of the sentence (21) appears as (22).6

(22) JAnom ≺ NANESTIact,ind,perf,past,masc,sg ≺ DŽONsg,dat ≺ NOŽEVAJAfem,sg,acc ≺
RANAsg,acc

Inflectional characteristics can be absent since, as is well known, they are not pres-
ent in some languages at all (for example, Vietnamese and Chinese which do not have
inflectional morphology), and in other languages, many words do not inflect.

A surface-syntactic structure (SSyntS) of a sentence S is an unordered dependency
tree whose nodes are labeled with the names of the lexemes of S (supplied, where
necessary, with semantic grammemes), and whose arcs are labeled with names of
surface-syntactic relations. The lexemes of S and the nodes of its SSyntS are in a
one-to-one correspondence. A semantic grammeme represents a meaning; thus, the
set of semantic grammemes includes number for nouns and aspect, mood and tense
for verbs.7 The set of surface-syntactic relations, which are language-specific includes
such relations as subject(ival), dir(ect)-object(ival), aux(iliary), circumstantial, etc.; it
is a superset of the relations used in Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) (Bresnan
1982) in f-structure. The SSyntS for (21) is presented in Fig. 2.

Just like an SSyntS, a DSyntS is an unordered dependency tree, with however a
different labeling of nodes and arcs. A detailed description of DSyntS is given in
Sect. 3; here we limit ourselves to an approximate characterization. The nodes of the

5 In our examples, we use, for the sake of a more compact presentation, subscripts instead of
feature–value pairs for the representation of grammemes.
6 The symbol “≺” indicates strict linear ordering. Note that in order not to clutter up the structures,
here and henceforth, Russian lexemes in structures are given only in transcription, not in cyrillic.
7 Syntactic grammemes, imposed by government and agreement (such as case for nouns or person
and number for verbs) are not represented in SSyntS; they appear only in the DMorphS.
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Fig. 3 DSyntS for sentence (21)

DSyntS of a sentence S are labeled, roughly speaking, also with the lexemes of S,
but not in a one-to-one correspondence: lexical labels in a DSyntS are “deep repre-
sentations” of the actual lexemes of S, or Deep LUs. They carry the same semantic
grammemes as nodes of SSyntS. The arcs of a DSyntS are labeled with names of
deep-syntactic relations, which are language universal and represent a generalization
of surface-syntactic relations. The DSyntS for (21) is given in Fig. 3. For a detailed
presentation of deep LUs and DSynt-Relations see Sect. 3.1.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the
essence of our proposal (“Transfer as paraphrasing”) and sketch the two main devices
used by it: a bilingual lexical index and transfer paraphrasing rules. Section 3 intro-
duces in more detail the level at which the transfer is carried out: the DSyntS. Section
4 discusses the cases of pseudo-mismatches: those that pose serious obstacles to some
approaches but disappear at the level of DSyntS. Section 5 gives a formal definition
of the structural mismatch, of which the syntactic mismatch is a subtype, and presents
a (universal) typology of mismatches. Section 6 is the main section of the paper. After
introducing MTT’s paraphrasing system, it discusses the problem of how it carries
over to MT. More precisely, it shows how the MTT-style paraphrasing rules can be
composed of elementary transformations and how these rules can be applied in an
MT scenario. In Sect. 7, we summarize the main ideas presented in the paper and
draw conclusions for future work. An Appendix contains the proof of the theorem
limiting the number and types of possible types of structural mismatches.

2 The proposal: transfer as paraphrasing

Our goal in this paper is twofold:

(i) to present a description of all logically possible types of syntactic mismatches;
(ii) to define and illustrate the structure of universal (paraphrasing) transfer rules

necessary and sufficient for mapping between any two deep-syntactic structures
that show at least one mismatch.

The nature of these rules presupposes a specific architecture of the transfer engine
capable of dealing with syntactic mismatches (the Syntactic Transfer Engine, STE).
A serious discussion of an STE is beyond the scope of the present paper, so we limit
ourselves to a cursory characterization.

In the transition from DSyntSS to DSyntST , the STE takes care of the syntactic
part of the transition, that is, of the mapping between syntactic structures, but without
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dealing with grammemes attached to their nodes. In other words, we leave out the
problem of grammemic transfer.8

In order to carry out the mapping between two syntactic structures, the STE must
include the following three major components:

1. A set of formalized monolingual “explanatory combinatorial dictionaries”
(ECDs) for the languages involved. These lexica are independent of the pair
of languages considered and direction-neutral, in the sense that each can be used
either as a source- or as a target-language lexicon. They contain, among other
things, the lexical co-occurrence information of the language in question specified
in terms of lexical functions (LFs) (cf. Sect. 3.1.1 and Mel’čuk 1996 for a detailed
introduction to LFs).

2. A set of bilingual lexical correspondence indexes for the language pairs involved.
A bilingual lexical index (BLI) is specific to each pair of languages involved; it is
a direction-neutral list of pairs of translationally equivalent LUs of LS and LT .

3. A set of transfer paraphrasing rules that carry out the mapping between seman-
tically equivalent syntactic structures of any LS and LT .

As for the ECD, it has been described in a series of publications (Mel’čuk and Pol-
guère 1987; Mel’čuk 1993). ECD-style dictionaries (although not yet implemented
for use in NLP applications) exist for Russian (Mel’čuk and Zholkovsky 1984),
French (Mel’čuk et al. 1984, 1988, 1992, 1999; Mel’čuk and Polguère, forthcoming)
and Spanish (Grupo DiCE n.d.). We will presuppose that the reader has a sufficient
familiarity with it. Let us briefly introduce the components 2 and 3.

2.1 Bilingual lexical index

While an ECD purports to cover the complete vocabulary of a language, i.e., to include
all of its LUs, a BLI is by principle limited to deep LUs of the language pair involved
(cf. Sect. 3.1.1). Thus, the English part of an English-to-LTi BLI does not contain pay
as in pay attention, but only attention: pay is one of the elements of the value of the
LF Oper1 of attention. Neither does it contain launch nor attackN as in launch an
attack, but only attackV : attackN is an element of the value of the LF S0 applied to
attackV , and launch is an element of the value of the LF Oper1(attackN). And there
is neither heavy nor rainN as in heavy rain, but only rainV .

As a result, a BLI includes many fewer LUs than the full vocabulary of the
languages involved, which makes it easier to compile and maintain. By defini-
tion, all lexical elements admitted into a BLI are LUs in the strict sense, that is,
monosemantemic (the resolution of polysemy must be done during analysis).

Lexical equivalences stored in a BLI fall into two major classes: “regular” equi-
valences, which do not entail structural mismatches and can be expressed in terms
of LU-pairs; and “irregular” equivalences, which entail structural mismatches and
require the specification of the transformation necessary to resolve these mismatches.

With respect to regular lexical equivalences, again two cases must be distinguished:

8 The transfer of lexemes and grammemes in case of multiple correspondences is performed by a
lexical or morphological transfer engine respectively; for multiple lexical transfer see Mel’čuk and
Wanner (2001).
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1. LS has at least one semantically fully matching translation equivalent LT . In this
case, LS receives only this LT as its translation equivalent; all exact and more
specific synonyms of LT do not appear in the BLI, but are supplied in the mono-
lingual LT ECD and are selected during synthesis. This is the predominant case;
formally, a translation equivalence is presented as a pair (LS, LT). For instance,
in an English–French BLI, we find entries such as those in (23), which show two
equivalents for chair, namely chaise ‘furniture for sitting’ and chaire ‘professor-
ship’.

(23) (deep, profond)
(chair1, chaise)
(chair2, chaire)

Note that even if we write the equivalences in the direction from LS to LT , logically
speaking, the BLI is non-directional, so that any of the two languages involved
can be taken either as LS or as LT .

2. LS does not have a fully matching translation equivalent, but one or several
semantically not exactly matching translation equivalents, which are intersecting
synonyms of each other. In this case, LS receives all of them as its translation
equivalents. The selection between the LT -synonyms poses a serious problem for
lexical transfer (see Iordanskaja and Mel’čuk 1997; Mel’čuk and Wanner 2001).
However, it does not interfere with the resolution of structural mismatches. For-
mally, an entry of a BLI for this case has the form (LS, LT1 , . . . , LTn ). For instance,
in a German–Russian BLI, we find entries such as those in (24), where An-
sprache ‘address’ has multiple equivalents obrawenie obraščenie ‘address’,
prizyv prizyv ‘appeal’/‘call’ and vozzvanie vozzvanie ‘emotional appeal to do
something difficult and/or dangerous’.

(24) (Ansprache, obrašc̆enie,
prizyv,
vozzvanie)

As far as irregular lexical equivalences are concerned, each translation equivalence
is of the form (LS, LT , �), where � is an LF such that, when applied to LS, it returns
LT : �(LS) = LT . In this way, � unambiguously specifies the type of the mismatch
provoked by translating LS as LT and the operation needed for its resolution. Con-
sider the examples in (25). (Anti, Conv21, and IIAdv1 are LFs whose values are found
in the corresponding monolingual ECDs.)

(25) a. (shallow, profond, Anti)

b. (like, plaire, Conv21)

c. (soler, habituellement, IIAdv1)

The example (25a) means that in order to translate shallow into French, we need
to use profond ‘deep’, which is an interlinguistic antonym of shallow: French has
no adjective meaning ‘shallow’. At the same time, � = Anti triggers a lexical equiv-
alence rule (see below) that adds a negative expression to profond, producing peu
profond, which is the standard translation of shallow. This lexical equivalence can also
be considered in the opposite direction: to translate profond into English, profond
is specified as Anti(shallow), therefore, profond ≡ Anti(shallow) = deep, which
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is the correct translation.9 Along the same lines, peu profond is Anti(profond) ≡
Anti(Anti(shallow)) = shallow.

The example (25b) means that when translating like as plaire ‘to please’, which is
semantically perfect, we need to make a 2-to-1 syntactic conversion (26).

(26) Julie likes Paul. ≡ Paul plaît à Julie.

In (25c) the Spanish verb soler (roughly ‘to usually do’) is translated by the French
adverb habituellement ‘usually’, which is an element of the value of the LF IIAdv1
(given by �). � calls in the corresponding lexical equivalence rule, which, in its turn,
ensures the structural transformations that lead to (27). For the reverse passage (from
French to Spanish) the same equivalence rules are applied from right to left.

(27) Maria suele leer. ≡Maria lit habituellement. ‘Maria usually reads.’

In addition to purely lexical equivalences presented above, languages feature trans-
lation equivalences between an LU and a grammeme/derivative, such as English want
≡ Japanese -tai, a verb suffix ‘desiderative’ (see (69) below). The BLI sketched here
does not consider such equivalences.

2.2 Transfer paraphrasing rules

Three different sets of transfer paraphrasing rules are distinguished:

1. A set of elementary lexical equivalences expressed in terms of LFs; they are
universal in the sense that they do not depend on the pair of languages considered.
These equivalences are needed because syntactic mismatches essentially depend
on lexical co-occurrence behavior of translation equivalents: specific lexical units
admit or reject specific syntactic constructions. Each lexical equivalence is sup-
plied with references to elementary syntactic operations that perform syntactic
transformations of the target DSyntS required by the target LU, see immediately
below; these operations form elementary paraphrasing rules.

2. A set of elementary syntactic operations that carry out the transformation of the
target deep-syntactic tree SDSyntT that is triggered by the application of a lexical
equivalence and that is needed to ensure the well-formedness of SDSyntT and its
semantic equivalence to the source deep-syntactic tree SDSyntS .10

3. A set of syntactic adjustment operations that take care of the context in which
the paraphrastic substitution occurs: they reattach the incoming and outgoing
branches that remained dangling as a result of the lexical paraphrastic substitu-
tion. Together with the elementary paraphrasing rules, they constitute the set of
transfer rules proper.

9 Obviously, profond ≡ deep.
10 In point of fact, there exist transformations of SDSyntT that are not lexically triggered, that is,
purely syntactic transformations; consider, for instance, the difference between a participial phrase in
(iii) and a relative clause in (iv).

(iii) Mal�qik, u�e proqitavxi� knigu, uxel.
Mal’čik, uže pročitavšij knigu, ušel.
boy, already having-read book, left

(iv) The boy who had already read the book left.
Our model accounts for this type of transformation as well. However, in order not to make the
presentation even heavier we do not consider them in this paper.
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3 The level of transfer: deep-syntactic structure

A well-chosen and well-defined formalism for the representation of syntactic struc-
ture to be used at the stage of transfer is crucial for a successful treatment of structural
mismatches. This structure must allow for relegating all intralinguistically treatable
phenomena to analysis or synthesis, and thus admitting into transfer only phenomena
that are essential for translation. Such a structure is the DSyntS of MTT (Mel’čuk
1974, 1988a, pp 59–66, 2004a).

3.1 The notion of Deep-Syntactic Structure

We begin with the formal definition of DSyntS.

Definition 1 (DSyntS). Let Ld, Gsem and Rdsynt be three disjunct alphabets, where Ld
is the set of deep lexical units (LUs) of L, Gsem is the set of semantic grammemes, and
Rdsynt is the set of names of deep-syntactic relations.

A DSyntS of L, SDSynt, is a quintuple over Ld ∪Gsem ∪ Rdsynt of the form

SDSynt = 〈N, A, λls→n, ρrs→a, γ n→g〉,
where the set N of nodes and the set A of directed arcs (or branches) form a depen-
dency tree (with a source node ns and a target node nt defined for each arc), λls→n is
a function that assigns to each n ∈ N an ls ∈ Ld, ρrs→a is a function that assigns to
each a ∈ A an rs ∈ Rdsynt, and γ n→g is a function that assigns to the name of each
LU associated with a node ni ∈ N, li ∈ λn→g(N), a set of corresponding grammemes
Gt ∈ Gsem.

According to Definition 1, a DSyntS is defined over three alphabets of a natural
language L: Ld (the set of deep LUs), Gsem (the set of semantic grammemes) and
RDSynt (the set of deep-syntactic relation names). Let us discuss Ld, Gsem and RDSynt
in turn.

3.1.1 Ld: Deep lexical units

The set of deep LUs of L contains all LUs (i.e., lexemes and idioms) of L, with the
following additions and eliminations. Two types of artificial LUs are added to the stock
of deep LUs of L: (i) symbols of LFs (see immediately below); (ii) fictitious lexemes,
which represent idiosyncratic syntactic constructions of L (cf. Sect. 3.2.1). Three types
of LUs of L are excluded from the stock of L’s deep LUs: (i) “structural words”,
which include, on the one hand, analytical realizations of grammemes (such as arti-
cles and auxiliaries), and on the other hand, governed prepositions and conjunctions;
(ii) substitute pronouns, that is, pronouns of the third person, which replace nouns
(he, she, it, they, these); (iii) values of LFs.

The first two types of emiminations do not need special explanations; the third,
however, calls for a few comments, although LFs have already been introduced in
great detail in a series of publications (Mel’čuk 1974, 1995a, 1996). LFs are a for-
mal means to encode lexico-semantic derivation and restricted lexical co-occurrence
relations. More specifically, an LF is a function that associates with an LU L (argu-
ment, or “keyword”, of the LF) a set of lexical units (the “value” of the LF) that are
approximately synonymous to each other (28).
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Table 1 Examples of paradigmatic LFs

LF keyword (argument) value

discover discovery
accept acceptance

S0 offer [an] offer
despise contempt
steal theft

smoke smoker
walk walker

S1 beauty [a] beauty
steal thief
sue plaintiff

silence in [silence], //silent
importance of [importance], //important

A1 duty obliged
look [for] in search [of]
win victorious

follow precede
send receive

Conv21 husband wife
higher lower
behind in front of

(28) f: Ld → IPL or f(Lk) = {Lv1 , Lv2 , . . . , Lvn}
An element e of an LF’s value expresses a particular meaning such that the choice

of e depends on the keyword Lk and e appears in a particular deep-syntactic role with
respect to Lk. Note that, as a conventient abbreviation, a less accurate notation is
currently used (29).

(29) f(Lk) = Lv1 , Lv2 , . . . , Lvn

LFs fall into two major types: paradigmatic LFs and syntagmatic LFs. Paradigmatic
LFs represent lexico-semantic derivations such as the name of the action, state, pro-
cess, etc.: a deverbal noun (S0); the name of the ith actant of an action, state, process,
etc. (Si); the name of the characteristic property of the ith actant of an action, state,
process, etc. (Ai); the name of a conversive of L (Convij). Some examples of each
type of derivation are given in Table 1.

Syntagmatic LFs represent collocations, among them: an intensifying modifier
(Magn); a light verb that takes the ith DSynt-actant of its keyword L as Subject
and L itself as DirO (Operi); a verb denoting the realization of a “requirement” con-
tained in the definition of L by the referent of ith DSynt-actant of L (Reali); a verb
denoting a typical sound produced by the referent of its keyword L (Son). Examples
are shown in Table 2.

The value of a syntagmatic LF is in most cases expressed along with L as a syntactic
dependent or the governor of L. But in some cases, an element of the value of f(L)
expresses the meaning of the LF f together with the meaning of L, as a consequence,
replacing the latter in the sentence. Such an element is called “fused” and is indicated
by the symbol ‘//’, as for example with heavy rain versus downpour (30) or to spread
butter versus to butter (31). The notion of fused element of an LF value is also relevant
for the paradigmatic LFs (see examples under A1 in Table 1).
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Table 2 Examples of syntagmatic LFs

LF keyword value

rain heavy, hard
accent heavy, thick

Magn alike as two peas in a pot
basis firm, solid
attention assiduous, close

action take
cartwheel turn

Oper1 cough give
danger pose
activity engage [in]

brake slam [on]
treaty comply [with]

Real1 duty discharge
promise keep
obligation meet

door creaks
brake screeches

Son insect buzzes, hums
machine gun chatters
thunder claps, rolls

(30) heavy =Magn(rain)
downpour = //Magn(rain)

(31) spread = PreparReal1(butter)
butter = //PreparLabreal12(butter)

In the DSyntS, an LU L1 that is an element of the value of a syntagmatic LF f of
the keyword L2 is replaced with the functional notation f(L2) as in (32).

(32) heavy rain = Magn(rain)←ATTR-rain

An LU L1 that is a fused element of the value of an f, L1 = //f(L2), is represented in
the DSyntS by the symbol of the corresponding LF. Thus, German Platzregen ‘heavy
rain’ is written in a DSyntS as //Magn(Regen), and Russian zavtrakat� zavtrakat’
‘have breakfast’ appears as //Real1(zavtrak)11 For each LF, a rule establishes the
equivalence between its fused and non-fused value elements (33).

(33) //Magn(L) ≡Magn←ATTR-L, //Real1(L) ≡ Real1(L)-II→ L, etc.

As a result, a fused element of an LF-value in a DSyntS can be always rewritten as a
non-fused variety, which may be required for paraphrasing.

As far as paradigmatic LFs are concerned, a lexeme L1 that represents an element
of the value of a paradigmatic LF f of the keyword L2 is replaced in the DSyntS by
the functional notation only if the following three conditions simultaneously apply:

11 The LUs are Regen ‘rain’ and zavtrak zavtrak ‘breakfast’.
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– f does not stand for a synonym, an antonym or a conversive.12

– L1 is derived from L2 such that the meaning of L1 is the exact composition of
the meanings of L2 and f (the corresponding information is supplied by the lex-
icon). In other words, if the semantic difference between L1 and L2 is not fully
expressed by f (i.e., there are some semantic “additions”), L1 is not replaced by
f(L2). Thus, German erhältlich ‘obtainable’, which is fully covered by Able2(er-
halten), appears in the DSyntS as Able2(erhalten), where erhalten is the verb
‘obtain’. On the contrary, German geschwister ≈ ‘siblings’ is, roughly speaking,
Mult(‘sibling’), but there is no exact equivalence: geschwister is not simply the
set of all siblings, it is the set of all siblings who are children of the same parents
or who are siblings of the same person; cf. die Geschwister Mayer lit. ‘the Mayer
siblings’ vs. meine Geschwister ‘my siblings’. As a result, the LU geschwister has
to appear in the DSyntSS as such (rather than to be replaced by Mult(bruder oder
schwester) ‘brother or sister’). On the other hand, Russian kuqa [voprosov] kuča
[voprosov] ‘heap [of questions]’ can be encoded in the DSyntS as Mult(vopros),
with LF vopros vopros ‘question’. The information on the possibility of such a
replacement is supplied in the lexical entry for the corresponding keyword.

– L1 is derived from L2 such that the meanings of L1 and L2 are equal and L2 is
semantically basic with respect to L1.13 Thus, for example, the verb attack, which
is V0(attackN), does not appear in the DSyntS as such: the noun attack is not
semantically basic for the verb attack. Rather the inverse is true: the verb is basic
for the noun and therefore the noun attack appears in the DSyntS as S0(attackV).

LFs that are applicable to a specific LU are listed in the entry for this LU in the
Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary of the corresponding language.

3.1.2 Gsem: deep grammemes

Deep (or semantic) grammemes of LUs are directly linked to meaning. Such are
grammemes of number and determination for nouns, and of tense, aspect, mood, and
voice for verbs. In contrast, nominal case, adjectival number, gender and case and
verbal person and number are syntactic grammemes and therefore do not appear
in the DSyntS, nor in SSyntS: they are determined by government and agreement
and are introduced closer to the surface (in the deep-morphological structure of the
sentence).

3.1.3 RDSynt: deep-syntactic relations

RDSynt includes nine universal dependency relations:14

12 As a matter of fact, this statement is approximate: certain types of antonyms and conversives
should be given in the DSyntS in LF-notation. This concerns, in the first place, those antonyms and
conversives that are derived morphologically, i.e., following a regular pattern. Such antonyms are, for
instance, reversives of Bantu languages: Swahili fung(-a) ‘fasten’ vs. fung+u(-a) ‘unfasten’, kunj(-a)
‘fold’ vs. kunj+u(-a) ‘unfold’, tat(-a) ‘tangle’ - tat+u(-a) ‘untangle’, fumb(-a) ‘close’ vs. fumb+u(-a)
‘open’. Corresponding English examples include verbal pairs of the type delete vs. undelete, button vs.
unbutton, bolden vs. unbolden. Conversives that must be encoded in the DSyntS by the symbol of the
corresponding LF include passive verbal forms.
13 Semantic basicness is indicated in the lexicon. In most cases, a verb is semantically basic with
respect to an equisignificant noun, and an adjective with respect to an equisignificant adverb.
14 For a detailed presentation of the dependency relations in DSyntS, see Mel’čuk (2004a, b).
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(i) six actantial DSyntRels (I, II, …, VI), which represent the relations between a
predicate LU and the syntactic implementations of its arguments, i.e., its deep-
syntactic actants (DSyntAs), which are, roughly speaking, generalizations of
syntactic complements in the broad sense of the term (subject, direct object,
indirect object, etc.);

(ii) attributive DSyntRel (ATTR), which represents the relation between a modi-
fied LU and its modifier;

(iii) coordinative DSyntRel (COORD), which represents the relation between the
coordinated elements;

(iv) appenditive DSyntRel (APPEND), which represents the relation between the
top node of a clause and any of its “extrastructural” elements (an address, a
prolepsis, an interjection, a sentence adverb, or a parenthetical).

3.2 Description and examples of DSyntS

Let us make explicit the characteristics of DSyntS and give a few sample structures.

3.2.1 Description of DSyntS

The definition of the DSyntS (Definition 1, p 12) implies the following.

– An analytical form is represented by one node with corresponding grammemes;
thus, have been paid appears as payind,pass,pres,perf,non-progr.

– All governed prepositions and conjunctions are omitted as in (34).

(34) insist on departure: insist-II→ departure
quarrel between friends: quarrel-I→ friends
know that she is sleeping: know-II→ sleepind,act,pres,non-perf,progr-I→ she

– All substitute (3rd person) pronouns are replaced by their antecedents, for exam-
ple (35a) appears as in (35b).

(35) a. Taking the book, John put it on the table.
b. Taking the book, John put the book on the table.

– An idiom is represented by one node, as exemplified in (36).

(36) a. John got his second wind: john←I-�get-one’s-second-wind�
b. John barks up the wrong tree: john←I-�bark-up-the-wrong-tree�

Note that such expressions as of course, with respect to, by the way, give up, passer-
by are considered to be idioms and thus also represented each by a single node
(cf. Sect. 4.1.3).

– Generally speaking, an LU L1 that is an element of the value of an LF of the
LU L2 is replaced with the name of the LF; thus, heavy rain appears as Magn←
ATTR-rain, turn [a] cartwheel as Oper1 II→ cartwheel, and keep [one’s] promise
as Real1-II→ promise.

These five conventions mean that a number of lexical elements that appear in the
sentence are not represented in its DSyntS. On the other hand, the DSyntS contains
four types of lexical elements that do not appear on the surface.
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– Zero LUs and zero forms of non-zero LUs, that is, linguistic signs that lack an
overt signifier; for example, in Russian, the indefinite human agent ∅pl

PEOPLE or
the zero form of the copula byt� byt’ ‘be’ in the present tense of the indicative
(37).15

(37) a. Ivana spasli. Ivana spasli. Ivan saved-3pl
‘Ivan was saved [by some people]’ :
∅PEOPLE

pl ←I-spastiind,past-II→ivan

b. Ivan student. Ivan student. Ivan student ‘Ivan is a student’ :
ivan←I-byt’ind,pres-II→student

– LUs that are elided on the surface in a particular context; for example, Spanish
duermo ‘I sleep’ appears in DSyntS as yo←I-dormirind,pres,non-perf,non-progr.

– Fictitious LUs, which represent meanings expressed by syntactic constructions.
A syntactic construction that carries a lexical meaning ‘L’ is utterly idiosyncratic.
Therefore, in order to preserve the abstract nature and the universal character of
DSyntRels, the meaning ‘L’ has to be encoded in the DSyntS by a fictitious lexeme
&L.
For instance, the meaning ‘approximately’ expressed by the Russian numeral
inversion construction is represented in the DSyntS by the fictitious lexeme &pri-
blizitel�no (priblizitel’no ‘approximately’).16 Thus, phrases of the type exem-
plified in (38) are represented as shown.

(38) a. metrov dvesti metrov dvesti meters two-hundred
‘about two hundred meters’ :
metr-ATTR→200-ATTR→&priblizitel’no

b. qelovek p�tnadcat� čelovek pjatnadcat’ people fifteen
‘about fifteen people’ :
celovek-ATTR→15-ATTR→&priblizitel’no

Similarly, the meaning ‘have to’, expressed in Russian by the construction
Ndat+INF), is represented in the DSyntS by the fictitious lexeme &nado (nado ≈
‘necessary’); thus, example (39) has the DSyntS as in Fig. 4.

(39) Mne eshq� rabotat� Mne eščë rabotat’. To-me still to-work
‘I still have to work.’

As indicated, the copula byt’ appears on the surface as a zero word form. Note that
in order to make our syntactic structures more surveyable, we allow ourselves, here
and below, to omit all grammemes that are not necessary for the understanding of
a given representation.

– LF symbols, with the specification of the keyword (in surface-syntactic structures
LF-symbols are replaced by actual lexemes that are values of the LFs in question).

15 The Russian zero lexeme ∅pl
PEOPLE roughly corresponds semantically to the impersonal pronoun

such as German man or French on, although their use is far from identical (Mel’čuk 1988a, pp 314–320,
1995b).
16 The symbol ‘&’ indicates the fictitious character of this LU.
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Fig. 4 DSynts for example (39)

Fig. 5 DSyntS of German
equivalent in example (40)

Fig. 6 DSyntS of English
equivalent in example (40)

3.2.2 Examples of DSyntS

DSyntSs of translationally equivalent sentences in (40) are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The
bidirectional arrow linking the two occurrences of ich ‘I’ stands for the coreferentiality
relation.

(40) a. Eigentlich schwimme ich gern und ich wandere auch.
Actually swim I with-pleasure and I hike also

b. Actually, I like swimming and I hike also.

Figures 7–9 show DSyntSs that include LFs for the three examples in (41).
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Fig. 7 DSyntSs for example (41a)

Fig. 8 DSyntSs for example (41b)

Fig. 9 DSyntSs for example (41c)

(41) a. John made Mary an offer.
b. Scientists frantically search for truth.
c. John vigorously slammed on the brake.

3.3 DSyntS in contrast with other transfer representations

Compared to other common transfer representations such as Jackendoff’s (1990)
Lexical Conceptual Structures (LCSs), LFG’s f-structures (Bresnan 1982), and seman-
tic structures inspired for example by Discourse Representation Theory (DRT)
(Kamp and Reyle 1993; Reyle 1993) or Situation Semantics (Barwise and Perry 1983),
DSyntS is more general and thus allows better abstraction from lexical and surface-
syntactic idiosyncrasies reflected in these representations. For instance, according to
Dorr (1999, pp 612), the LCS for enter as in (42a) is as in (43a), while that of its Spanish
equivalent entrar, whose second actant subcategorizes for a PP with en as in (42b), is
shown in (43b).

(42) a. Maria entered the house.
b. Maria entró en la casa.

Maria entered into the house

(43) a. [Event GOLoc([Thing W],
[Path TOLoc([Position INloc([Thing W], [Location *Z])])])]

b. [Event GOLoc([Thing W],
[Path *TOLoc([Position INloc([Thing W], [Location Z])])])]

With (44) as the interlingua representation for (42), both source-language-
to-interlingua and target-language-to-interlingua mismatches occur. In contrast, the
DSyntSs of (42a, b) are the same (45) (cf. also Sect. 4.1.2).

(44) [Event GOLoc([Thing MARIA],
[Path TOLoc([Position INloc([Thing MARIA],

[Location HOUSE])])])]
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(45) a. Maria←I-enterpast-II→house

b. Maria←I-entrarpast-II→casa

With LFG’s f-structure as transfer representation, the representations of (42a, b)
are as in (46) (see Kaplan et al. 1996) for an equivalent example). Thus, as in the case
of LCSs, adjustments during the transfer stage are necessary.

(46) a.

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

PRED ‘enter〈(↑ SUBJ,↑ OBJ〉’
TENSE PAST

SUBJf 2

⎛
⎝

PRED ‘Maria’
NUM SG
GEND FEM

⎞
⎠

OBJf 3

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

PRED ‘house’
NUM SG

SPEC
(

DEF +
PRED ‘the’

)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

b.

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

PRED ‘entrar〈(↑ SUBJ,↑ AOBJ〉’
TENSE PAST

SUBJt2

⎛
⎝

PRED ‘Maria’
NUM SG
GEND FEM

⎞
⎠

AOBJ

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

PRED ‘en〈(↑ OBJ〉’
PCASE AOBJ

OBJt3

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

PRED ‘casa’
NUM SG
GEND FEM

SPEC
(

DEF +
PRED ‘la’

)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

Dorna and Emele (1996) use a variant of the DRT-representation (Underspeci-
fied Discourse Representation Structures, (UDRSs)) as a transfer representation. As
UDRSs, the corresponding structures for our example (42) are approximately as in
(47).

(47) a. [ L1:enter(E), L2:arg1(E,i1), L3:arg2(E,i2), L4:Maria(i1),

L5:house(i2), L6:def(i2)]

b. [L1:entrar(E), L2:arg1(E,i1), L3:arg2(E,i2), L4:Maria(i1),

L5:en(i2,i3), L6:casa(i3), L7:def(i3)]

Similarly to the f-structures, the UDRSs reveal (as would all Davidsonian formal-
isms) a divergence here. Moreover, none of the transfer representations known to us
deals systematically with phraseology, that is, with idioms and collocations (cf. also
Sects. 4.1.3 and 4.1.4).

In the next section, we investigate in more detail the types of idiosyncrasies that
can be eliminated when DSyntS is used as the transfer representation.

4 Reduction of divergences by the use of DSyntS

The use of the DSyntS in transfer allows for the elimination of two types of
structural divergences: (i) divergences caused by surface-syntactic phenomena and
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(ii) divergences caused by restricted lexical co-occurrence (if the co-occurrence is
described in terms of LFs). In our approach, these are in point of fact pseudo-mis-
matches.

4.1 Pseudo-mismatches due to surface-syntactic phenomena

Some of the structural divergences discussed in the literature show up only if trans-
fer is carried out at the surface-syntactic or even deep-morphological level. How-
ever, since we assume that transfer must be done at the deep-syntactic level, the
corresponding phenomena are processed intralinguistically: in the analysis or syn-
thesis stage as appropriate. As a result, divergences of this kind disappear, turning
out to be pseudo-mismatches. These phenomena include: (i) auxiliaries of all kinds,
(ii) governed prepositions and conjunctions, (iii) (parts of) idioms, (iv) syntactic idio-
syncrasies.

4.1.1 Pseudo-mismatches due to auxiliaries

Inflectional meanings, independently of whether they are expressed analytically (by
auxiliaries or other analytical markers) or synthetically (by bound morphemes), are
grammemes, which are specified in the DSyntS as feature–value pairs of the respective
lexical units.17 Therefore, although for example the French and English sentences in
(7), Sect. 1.1, show an obvious structural divergence, there is no mismatch between
their DSyntSs (48).

(48) lirefut-I→moi≡ readfut-I→I

The linguistic signs that express inflectional meanings are specified intralinguis-
tically either in the SSynts (analytical markers, i.e., word forms) or in the deep-
morphological structure (morphemes, i.e., parts of word-forms). This guarantees that
not only verbal auxiliaries, but also analytical vs. synthetic articles (49a), analytical vs.
synthetic adjectival degrees (49b) are “leveled out” in the DSyntS and thus do not
entail structural mismatches.

(49) a. (French) le loup the wolf⇔ (Romanian) lupul wolf-def ‘the wolf’
b. (English) more beautiful⇔ (German) schöner beautiful-comp

4.1.2 Pseudo-mismatches due to governed prepositions and conjunctions

The specification of governed prepositions and conjunctions is part of idiosyncratic
surface-syntactic characteristics of particular LUs: they are specified in the Govern-
ment Pattern (GP ≈ subcategorization frame) of their governor. Therefore, they do
not need to be represented in the DSyntS.18 As a result, the DSyntSs of the English
and German sentences in (8) show no mismatch (50).

17 As already mentioned, for the sake of a more compact presentation, we use simple subscripts
(names of grammemes) instead of feature–value pairs.
18 During analysis, all elements governed by an LU LS are identified and then eliminated in the
transition SSyntSS⇒DSyntSS in accordance with the GP of LS. During synthesis, the corresponding
elements are introduced into the SSyntST in the transition DSyntST ⇒ SSyntST in accordance with
the GP of the translation equivalent LT of LS.
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(50) he←I–enterpast–II→room er←I-eintretenpast-II→zimmer

Similarly, the three further English–French examples (51)–(53) show the elimina-
tion of surface-syntactic divergences (the diverging elements are set in bold face) at
the level of DSyntS (the DSyntSs of each pair of sentences in (4.1.2) are structurally
identical).

(51) J’attends Anne. I await Anne
I am waiting for Anne.
moi←I-attendre-II→Anne
I←I-wait-II→Anne

(52) His being [here] bothers me.
Qu’il soit [là] me dérange. that he be [here] me bothers
he←I-be←I-bother-II→I
lui←I-être←I-déranger-II→moi

(53) Je veux partir.
I want to leave.
moi←I-vouloir-II→partir
I←I-want-II→leave

4.1.3 Pseudo-mismatches due to idioms

We call an “idiom” a multiword expression that constitutes one lexical unit: kick the
bucket, in order to, give up, of course etc. An idiom is represented in the DSyntS by
one single node, which allows for the elimination of structural divergences that occur
when an idiom in LS corresponds to a single lexeme in LT as exemplified by curry
favor [with N] equivalent to Russian podlizyvat�s� [k N] podlizyvat’sja [k N], pass
water to French uriner, in order to to French pour. An important class of idioms in
English is phrasal verbs;19 for example give up, equivalent to French abandonner,
get away to échapper, get out to sortir, keel over to tourner de l’oeil [lit. ‘turn the
eye’]. All such idioms show no structural difference between languages as far as their
representation at the level of DSyntS is concerned: each is represented by a single
node.

4.1.4 Pseudo-mismatches due to syntactic idiosyncrasies

Numerous structural divergences are due to surface-syntactic idiosyncrasies as in the
French–German–Russian example (54).

(54) a. Les rhinocéros tournaient leur tête horrible et cornue.
the rhinoceroses turned their head horrible and horned

b. Die Nashörner drehten ihre hässlichen (*und) behörnten Köpfe.
the rhinoceroses turned their horrible (*and) horned heads

c. Nosorogi voroqali svoimi bezobraznymi (*i) rogatymi
golovami.
Nosorogi voročali svoimi bezobraznymi (*i) rogatymi golovami.
rhinoceroses turned their horrible (*and) horned heads

19 In the current literature, phrasal verbs are often considered as a phenomenon apart, while in our
approach they are most adequately treated as a subclass of idioms.
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Fig. 10 Fragments of the
SSyntSs of the sentences in
(54)

The SSynts of (54a) shows a structural divergence with the structures of (54b,c): French
horrible et cornue (with conjunction) versus German hässlichen behörnten and Rus-
sian bezobraznymi rogatymi bezobraznymi rogatymi (without conjunction); cf.
the corresponding fragments of the SSyntSs in question in Fig. 10.

However, in the DSyntS, the French conjunction et is not represented: its presence
in (54a) is a surface-syntactic idiosyncrasy of French. French does not easily tolerate
asyndetic conjunction of adjectives and requires et independently of the meaning of
the conjoined adjectives; that is, in (54a) et is a typical surface-syntactic structural ele-
ment. DSyntSs of the sentences in question are structurally identical; cf. the DSyntS
for all three given in Fig. 11.

This example shows three further divergences, namely a syntactic, a morphological
and a lexical one.

First, in French and German (as well as in English), the noun for ‘rhinoceros’ has a
definite article, which is absent in Russian. However, this article is an analytical marker
of the grammeme of definiteness, so that in the DSyntS it will be represented as gram-
memic feature–value symbol. Therefore, there will be no structural mismatch. Note
however that a morphological mismatch remains, the resolution of which requires a
much deeper processing.

Second, the singular of French tête vs. the plural of German Kopf and Russian
golova is again an idiosyncrasy of French syntax: a single “distributed” object in a
construction with a plural subject that refers to the “possessors” of the object must
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Fig. 11 DSyntS for the sentences in (54)

be in the singular. However, French admits the contrast between the singular and
plural in this position (in the case of a multiple “distributed” object as in (55a) if
everyone had just one horse, versus (55b), if everyone had several horses). Therefore,
the difference must be preserved in the French DSyntS, which creates a morphological
mismatch. Still, no structural mismatch results.

(55) a. Les cowboys se sont arrêtés pour faire boire leur cheval.
lit. ‘The cowboys stopped to make drink their horse’

b. Les cowboys se sont arrêtés pour faire boire leurs chevaux.
lit. ‘The cowboys stopped to make drink their horses’

Third, where French and German have a “normal” possessive adjective (leur,
ihr), Russian imposes the use of the reflexive possessive adjective svo� svoj, which
follows from an idiosyncratic syntactic rule of Russian: if the possessor of a di-
rect object is coreferential with the subject, it must be expressed by svoj. Like the
above-mentioned surface-syntactic divergences, this divergence also disappears in the
DSyntS (cf. Fig. 11).

4.2 Pseudo-mismatches due to restricted lexical co-occurrence

Words and phrases that are values of LFs often diverge between LS and LT . However,
when values of LFs are replaced with the corresponding LFs in the DSyntS, these
divergences disappear and thus do not cause structural mismatches. Consider the
examples in (56) and (57), where (a, b) show translationally equivalent sentences with
significant surface divergences and (c) the DSyntSs of the same sentences, which show
no mismatch.

(56) a. It rains heavily/hard.
b. Il pleut comme vache qui pisse.

it rains as cow that pisses

c. rain/plevoir-ATTR→Magn

(57) a. They are glued to the TV set.
b. Oni ne othod�t ot televizora.

Oni ne otxodjat ot televizora.
they not step-back from TV-set

c. they/oni←I-MagnReal1-II→tv-set/televizor
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In (56), heavily/hard and comme vache qui pisse are values of the LF Magn, applied
to the verbs rain and pleuvoir. In (57) the expressions be glued and ne otxodit’ are
values of the complex LF MagnReal1, which roughly means ‘use intensely’, applied
to the nouns tv-set and televsior.

5 Structural mismatches: definition and typology

As shown in the preceding section, the use of DSyntS allows for the elimination of
divergences between the source and the target sentences in many cases. However,
it does not of course eliminate all mismatches. In order to be able to deal with the
mismatches remaining at the DSynt level, we need a rigorous definition of the general
notion of “structural mismatch”. We provide such a definition in Sect. 5.1, then we
sketch a general typology of structural mismatches (Sect. 5.2), and finally, we examine
the syntactic mismatches to be handled at the DSynt level (Sect. 5.3).

5.1 The definition of structural mismatch

A structural mismatch between two DSyntSs S1 and S2 is defined as a violation of the
isomorphism between them; therefore, let us first introduce the concept of DSyntS-
isomorphism.

Definition 2 (Isomorphism of DSyntSs). Let there be two DSyntSs

S1:= 〈N1, A1, λls→n, ρrs→a, γ n→g〉 and
S2:= 〈N2, A2, λls→n, ρrs→a, γ n→g〉
as defined in Definition 1.
In S1 and S2, Gsem1 := γ n→g(N1) and Gsem2 := γ n→g(N2); ns

ai , nt
ai are the source and

the target node of the arc ai, respectively. Furthermore, let there be:

(1) a node mapping function ν which maps a node ni ∈ N1 onto the node nj ∈ N2
[which ensures the one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of S1 and S2],

(2) a lexical label translation function τ which maps a lexical node label li of the node
ni ∈ N1 onto the lexical node label lj of the corresponding node nj ∈ N2 [which
ensures the translation equivalence of the LUs labeling the corresponding nodes;
τ is realized as the bilingual lexical index introduced in Sect. 2.1].

S1 and S2 are isomorphic iff there exist three one-to-one functions gN : N1 → N2,
gA : A1 → A2, gG : Gsem1 → Gsem2 , and for all nodes n1,i and arcs a1,k of S1 and all
nodes n2,j and arcs a2,l of S2 the following restrictions are satisfied:

1. gN(ns
a1,k) = ns

gA(a1,k)

2. gN(nt
a1,k) = nt

gA(a1,k)

3. λls→n(n1,i) = τ(λls→n(gN(n1,i))),
4. ρrs→a(a1,k) = ρrs→a(gA(a1,k)) [the corresponding arcs in S1 and S2 must have the

same label],
5. γ n→g(λn→g(n1,i)) = gG(γ n→g(τ (λn→g(gN(n1,i)))))

In 3–5, the inverse is also true because the corresponding functions are one-to-one
functions.
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Fig. 12 Isomorphic semantically equivalent DSynt-structures

This definiton means that two DSyntSs are isomorphic if and only if (i) each LU in
one of them corresponds to an LU in the other (and vice versa), (ii) all grammemes of
two corresponding LUs correspond as well, and (iii) if two LUs in the first structure
are linked by a DSyntRel, then their counterparts in the second are linked by the
same DSyntRel, directed in the same way.

Definition 2 specifies DSyntS-isomorphism in general. However, in the context of
MT, we are interested in the isomorphism of the DSyntSs of semantically equiva-
lent sentences of LS and LT . (Two syntactic structures S1 and S2 are semantically
equivalent if they can be mapped onto the same semantic structure; the definition of
semantic structure is beyond the scope of the paper.) Therefore, the functions τ and
gG are language translation functions and represent semantic equivalence between
LUs and between grammemes of the source and target languages. Figure 12 shows an
example of two isomorphic semantically equivalent DSynt-structures.

Now, we can readily define the concept of structural mismatch.

Definition 3 (Structural Mismatch). Two semantically equivalent DSyntSs S1 and S2
show a structural mismatch iff they are not isomorphic.

A structural mismatch is thus a symmetrical relation between two DSyntSs. There-
fore, we consider a mismatch between DSyntSS and DSyntST to be the same as the
mismatch between DSyntST and DSyntSS.

5.2 Structural mismatches between languages: major types

From Definitions 2 and 3 it follows that the violation of the isomorphism between two
DSyntSs can be due to the absence of one-to-one correspondence:

– between their LUs,
– between grammemes of the corresponding LUs,
– between DSyntRels that link the corresponding LUs.

The absence of one-to-one correspondence between particular elements of two
DSyntSs may entail the absence of one-to-one correspondence between elements of
other types. Thus, if one LU in DSyntS S1 corresponds to several LUs in S2, there will
unavoidably be a divergence between DSyntRels.

Theoretically, the absence of one-to-one correspondence between LUs and gram-
memes of two DSyntSs can appear as (i) correspondence of one element to a config-
uration of elements of the same kind, (ii) of one element to nothing, and (iii) of one
element to one or several elements of another kind. For DSyntRels, the absence of
one-to-one correspondence means that the DSyntRelS corresponds to a DSyntRelT
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with (iv) a different name, (v) a different direction, or (vi) a different governor. The
combination of all these possibilities gives rise to a considerable number of structural
mismatches. However, these can be reduced to five major types, by imposing the
following linguistic constraints:

– No LUS and no DSyntRelS can be eliminated/introduced.20

– No LUS and no source grammeme can correspond to a DSyntRT (and vice versa).

As a result, we consider the following five major types of mismatches:

(a) Mismatches with respect to LUS:
1. an LUS corresponds to a configuration of LUTs,
2. an LUS corresponds to a target grammeme or a configuration of target

grammemes.
(b) Mismatches with respect to grammemes:

3. a source grammeme corresponds to a configuration of target grammemes,
4. a source grammeme does not correspond to any element in DSyntST .21

(c) Mismatches with respect to DSyntRelsS:
5. a DSyntRelS corresponds to a DSyntRelT with a different label or a different

direction.

Let us illustrate these five types of mismatches.

5.2.1 LUS ≡ LU1T + LU2T + LU3T + · · ·

The mismatch of this type, which can be called “node fission/fusion”, is a correspon-
dence between an LUS and a multilexemic target structure, i.e., a phrase. It is the
most common type of mismatch in MT. It divides into three further subtypes:

(i) A source monolexemic LUS corresponds to a target (binary) collocation;
for example, Russian prostudit�s� prostudit’sja and German sich erkälten
[= erkÄltenpron] correspond to the English phrase to catch a cold. Similarly,
French se suicider [= suiciderpron] and English commit suicide. Another exam-
ple is the English verb rain and Russian id�t do�d� idët dožd’ ‘is-going [the]
rain’.

(ii) A source monolexemic LUS that is a derived or compound word corresponds
to a target free phrase; cf. (58).

(58) a. Russian vy+polzti vy+polzti out-crawl ‘crawl out [of]’
French sortir en rampant ‘exit by crawling’

20 Actually, the elimination/introduction of LUs in translation is possible (v) and (vi).
(v) This allows us/one to consider the following case.

Ceci permet de considérer le cas suivant. lit. ‘This allows to consider …’
(vi) I take the red one.

Ich nehme die Rote. lit. ‘I take the red’
In all such cases, here we are looking at the omission (or introduction, as the case may be) of “semi-
auxiliary” LUs required by idiosyncratic rules and restrictions of a particlar language. We chose not
to tackle these cases here in order to simplify our task. However, this does not distort the proposed
general picture of syntactic mismatches.
21 As, for example, the Japanese politeness grammemes are not rendered grammatically in European
languages, while the European verbal tense and nominal number are omitted in Vietnamese.
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b. Russian pere+plyt� pere+plyt’ cross-swim ‘swim across’
French traverser à la nage ‘cross at the swim’

c. German Berlin+reise Berlin-trip
English trip to Berlin

d. German Arbeit+s+methode work-link-method
Russian raboqi� metod rabočij metod ‘work method’

A compound LU—including free nominal compounds such as Berlinreise
‘Berlin-trip’ and Arbeitsmethode ‘work-method’ and verbs with incorporated
actants as in (59)—is represented in the DSyntS as one LU-node, with its inter-
nal structure explicitly specified in terms of component lexemes and relations
between them.22 Thus, a Chukchee verbal form in (59) with incorporated ele-
ments is represented in the DSyntS by one single node, while its translation in
European languages is a whole sentence, represented by a multiple-node tree.

(59) a. T e+ng eran+otkočj+ ent e+vat+ erk en
1sg four trap setV pres
‘I set four traps’

b. M en+n eki+ure+q epl+uvičven+m ek
1pl-imper night long-time ball play 1-pl-imper
‘Let us play ball at night for a long time’

c. A source monolexemic LUS, which is a fused element of the value
of an LF, corresponds to a combination of the non-fused element
of the value of the same LF with the argument of the LF. Examples
are given in (60).

(60) a. German duschen ‘[to] shower’ [= //Real1(dusche)]
Russian prin�t� dux prinjat’ duš ‘receive shower’
[= Real-II→duš]

b. Serbian zaposliti se ‘[to] start-work oneself’
[= //Caus1Oper1(posao)]
English land a job [= Caus1Oper1(job)-II→job]

c. German schütten lit. ‘[to] downpour’ [= //Magn(regnen)]
English rain heavily [= rain-ATTR→Magn(rainV)]

In (60a) German duschen is the fused value of the LF Real1 applied to the noun
Dusche ‘shower’: //Real1(dusche) = duschen, while the Russian prin�t� dux
prinjat’ duš is a combination of the value of Real1 applied to the noun dux
duš ‘shower’ with duš itself: Real1(duš) = prinjat’⊕duš.23 In (60b) the Serbian
zaposliti_se is the fused value of the LF Caus1Oper1 applied to the noun posao
‘job’: //Caus1Oper1(posao) = zaposliti se, while land a job is a combination of
Caus1Oper1(job) and job. In (60c), the German schütten is a fused value of the
LF Magn applied to the verb regnen ‘rain’: //Magn(regnen) = schütten, while
rain heavily is a combination of Magn(rainV) = heavily and rain.

22 However, we do not enter here into the problem of compounds and their representation in DSyntS.
23 “⊕” stands here and below for the operation of linguistic union.
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5.2.2 LUS ≡ {g1T , g2T , . . .}

The case of a source monolexemic LUS, possibly introduced by an auxiliary, corre-
sponding to one or several target grammemes is also rather frequent. Some examples
are shown in (61)–(65).

(61) Als ich kam, war er dabei, eine Flasche Wein zu entkorken.
when I came, was he at-this, a bottle wine to uncork
Kogda � prixel, on otkryval butylku vina.
Kogda ja prišel, on otkryval butylku vina.
when I came, he was-opening bottle of-wine
‘When I came, he was opening a bottle of wine.’

(62) Il est en train d’écrire une lettre.
he is in course of to-write a letter
He is writing a letter.

(63) I can read this book.
(Hungarian) Ezt a könyvet olvás+hat+om.
this the book read-can-1sg

(64) my house
(Hungarian) ház+am house-my

(65) under the table
(Lezgi) stol+dik stol+dik table-under

In (61), the German lexeme dabei in the construction [zu Vinf] dabei (sein) ‘(to
be) V-ing’ corresponds to the Russian grammeme ‘imperf(ective aspect)’ on τ(Vinf)

where otkryval otkryval is otkryvat’imperf,past. In (62), the French deep lexical unit
en_train in the construction (être) en train [de Vinf] ‘(to be) V-ing’ corresponds to
the English grammeme ‘progr(essive)’ on τ(Vinf): writing is writeprogr,pres. In (63),
the English modal verb can corresponds to the grammeme ‘potentialis’ in Hungarian,
so olváshat- is represented as olváspotentialis. Similarly in (64), the English possessive
adjective corresponds in Hungarian to the grammeme of belonging: házam = ház1sg.
Example (65) shows how a meaningful preposition in an Indo-European language cor-
responds, as a rule, to a grammatical case in a Daghestanian language such as Lezgi
(and, often, in Finno-Ugric and other languages): stoldik stoldik = [stolsubessive].

5.2.3 g1S ≡ {g1T , g2T , . . .}

An example of this type of mismatch is the translation of the German ‘imperfect’ tense
grammeme into Russian, where it corresponds to two grammemes: ‘imperf’ (aspect)
and ‘past’ (tense), as exemplified in (66). German kam = kommenimperf corresponds
to Russian prihodil prixodil ‘came’ = prixodit’imperfective,past.

(66) Ich kam oft. I came often
� prihodil qasto. Ja prixodil často. I came often.

5.2.4 g1S ⇔ −

The elimination/introduction of grammemes in the DSyntST occurs when the target
language lacks an inflectional category present in the source language and has no
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lexical or grammatical equivalence. For instance, nominal number and verbal tense
are absent from Vietnamese and Chinese, which do not express at all the corre-
sponding information. The same happens with Japanese and Korean politeness: in
Indo-European languages, the information on the social hierarchy between the par-
ticipants of a speech act is not systematically expressed in each verbal form. As a
result, in the process of translation from Vietnamese into English, for example, the
grammemes of nominal number and verbal tense must be introduced into the target
DSyntS. Inversely, English-to-Vietnamese translation entails, generally speaking, the
elimination of these grammemes.24

5.2.5 DSyntRelS ⇔ DSyntRelT (with DSyntRelS �= DSyntRelT)

The absence of a one-to-one correspondence between source and target DSyntRels
can be manifested as one of the three following subcases: branch relabeling, branch
inversion, and branch transposition (raising/lowering).25 All of them are triggered
either by a specific pair of lexical translation equivalents or by a specific pair of
syntactic construction translation equivalents.

Branch relabeling: LUS
r1−→ LU′S ≡ LUT

r2−→ LU′T . Branch relabeling subsumes
all kinds of DSyntRel name modification. This includes, as a major particular case, all
the varieties of syntactic conversion as exemplified in (67)–(69).

(67) a. He vomits.
he←I-vomit

b. on rv�t. Ego rvët. him vomits
on←II-rvat.

(68) a. I like apples.
I←I-like-II→apples

b. Mne nrav�ats� ti�enie �bloki. Mne navratsja jabloki.
to-me please apples
ja←II-nravit’ sja-I→jabloki

c. Les pommes me plaisent. the apples to-me please

les pommes moi←II-plaire

I

(69) a. I want to drink coffee.
I←I-want-drink-II→coffee

b. Boku-wa koohi-ga nomi-tai.
I-topic coffee-nom drink-is-desirable

boku-wa koohi-ga← I-nomi+tai

APPEND

24 Actually, the state of affairs is much more complex: the source grammemes that do not have a
direct correspondence in the target language can still be expressed by a combination of existing target
grammemes and lexical means. One such grammeme is for example Russian aspect. The literature on
the expression of Russian aspect in aspectless languages is very rich; cf., among others, Sacker (1983),
Abraham (2003), Paslawska and von Stechow (2003).
25 As for branch introduction/elimination, these operations presuppose the introduction/elimination
of nodes, and, therefore, are not considered here.
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In example (69), the Engish lexeme want corresponds to the Japanese grammeme
‘desiderative’ (the case is discussed in 5.2.2: the correspondence of a lexeme to a
grammeme). In other words, want together with its second actant V (the verb drink)
is translated as a deverbal adjective with the suffix [V+]-tai. At the same time, two
branch relabelings occur: (i) the equivalent of the second actant of the verb drink
(i.e., coffee) becomes the first actant of the adjective nomi+tai ‘drink is desirable’;
(ii) the equivalent of the first actant of the verb want (I) becomes an APPEND-
dependent of the top node (a prolepsis on the surface),26 expressing the theme of the
Japanese sentence.

Branch inversion: LUS
r1−→ LU′S ≡ LU′T

r2−→ LUT . Branch inversion (head-
switching) most often involves branch relabeling (and a change of the part of speech
of one of the corresponding nodes), as exemplified in (70)–(72).

(70) a. dès la majorité atteinte since the majority reached
dès la majorité-ATTR→atteinte

b. s momenta dosti�eni� soverxennoleti�
s momenta dostiženija soveršennoletija
from moment of-reaching of-majority
s_momenta dostiženija-II→soveršennoletija

(71) a. in early/mid/late January
in early/mid/late←ATTR-January

b. v naqale/seredine/konce �nvar�
v načale/seredine/konce janvarja
v nac̆ale/seredine/konce-II→janvarja

(72) a. Ich schwimme gern. I swim with-pleasure
ich←I-schwimme-ATTR→gern

b. I like swimming.
I←I-like-II→swimming

Note, however, that branch inversion may also not involve branch relabeling (73).

(73) a. He hobbled away.
he←I-hobbled–ATTR→away

b. Il partit en clopinant. he left while hobbling.
il←I-partit–ATTR→en_clopinant

Branch transposition:

LU′S
r1←− LUS

r2−→ LU′′S
r3−→ LU′′′S ≡ LU′′′T

r′3←− LU′T
r′1←− LUT

r′2−→ LU′′T .
Branch transposition (raising/lowering) also involves branch relabeling, for example
(74) and (75).

(74) a. I wash his hands.
II

I wash his←I-hands

26 A prolepsis is a particular sentence element: the leftmost nominal phrase that expresses a fronted
topic (cf. Mel’čuk 2001, pp 130f).
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b. Je lui lave les mains. I to-him wash the hands
II

Je lui←III-lave les mains

(75) a. Pierre semble dormir. Pierre seems to-sleep
Pierre←I-semble-II→dormir

b. Ka�ec� qto Pber spit. Kažetsja čto P’er spit.
seems that sleeps Pierre
kažetsja-I→[čto] spit-I→P’er

5.3 Syntactic structural mismatches

The five types of structural mismatches fall naturally in two groups: mismatches that
involve a grammeme-to-grammeme translation (inflectional structural mismatches,
Sects. 5.2.2–5.2.4) and those that do not involve a grammeme-to-grammeme transla-
tion (lexico-syntactic structural mismatches, Sects. 5.2.1 and 5.2.5). The two groups
are of quite a different linguistic nature. In order to facilitate our task, in what follows,
we consider only lexico-syntactic structural mismatches, referring to them for short as
“syntactic mismatches”.

The syntactic mismatches at the DSynt-level discussed in the preceeding section
are of four types (in the order of increasing complexity):

1. Branch relabeling mismatch: the source and the target structures diverge with
respect to the names of two corresponding DSynt-relations.

2. Head-switching mismatch: the source and the target structures diverge in that
in one of them an LU L1S syntactically depends on LU L2S , while in the other
one the dependency relation is inverted, namely L2T depends on L1T (where
L2T = τ(L2S) and L1T = τ(L1S)).

3. Node fission/fusion mismatch: the source and the target structures diverge in that
a node in one of them corresponds to a non-unit subtree.

4. Branch transposition mismatch: the source and the target structures diverge in
that a subtree in one of them is moved to another governor in the other.

Figure 13 presents the above four types of mismatches.27

Interestingly, these four types cover all possible syntactic mismatches that can and
should be treated at the DSynt-level.28 This can be stated as Theorem 1 and its proof
is given in the Appendix.29

Theorem 1 (Types of syntactic mismatches) Let SS and ST be two translationally
(= semantically) equivalent deep-syntactic structures such that between SS and ST one
or several syntactic mismatches occur. Then, these mismatches can be only of the above
four types.

27 In order to avoid cluttering the presentation, we use henceforth—where it seems appropriate—sub-
scripts to indicate “source” or “target” language lexeme (instead of using the translation function τ ).
28 As we will see immediately below, there are syntactic mismatches that should not be dealt with at
the DSynt-level.
29 The elimination/introduction of semi-auxiliary LUs (see footnote 20) is covered by Type 3; for-
mally, it corresponds to node fission/fusion.
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(a) Branch relabeling mismatch (b)Head-switching mismatch

(d)(c) Branch reattachment mismatchNode fission/fusion mismatch

Fig. 13 Four possible types of syntactic mismatches

Note that the admitted types of syntactic mismatches do not include the many-
to-many (n : m, n �= m) mismatch. This is due to the following two considerations
(of a very different nature):

– On the one hand, a non-compositional expression of n elements (i.e., an n-word
idiom) of LS can correspond to a non-compositional expression of m (i.e., an
m-word idiom) of LT . For instance, the French idiom (76a), meaning ‘to hate
each other,’ has seven surface words, while its Russian equivalent (76b) has six;
the structures of these idioms are also very different.

(76) a. ne pas pouvoir se voir en peinture
neg. not be-able refl. to-see in painting
‘to be unable to see each other in a painting’

b. drug druga na duh ne perenosit�
drug druga na dux ne perenosit’
each other in spirit not tolerate

However, such cases, that is idioms of all types, do not create syntactic mismatches
since in our approach any idiom is represented in the DSyntS by one single node
(cf. Sect. 3).30

30 Idioms are one of the three major types of phraseological expressions: idioms, collocations and
pragmatemes (Mel’čuk 1995a). Given, as just pointed out, that an idiom is represented as one node,
it cannot lead to an n : m mismatch. Collocations are semantically and syntactically compositional
and can, therefore, be transferred using the proposed types of rules. Pragmatemes such as Hold the
line, No parking, Best before, i.e., expressions that are in many cases semantically and syntactically
compositional, being restricted only by the situation of the corresponding speech act, behave from
the viewpoint of transfer as one unit and thus should be treated formally, just like idioms, as one node
in the DSyntS.
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Table 3 Comparison of the major types of syntactic mismatches with Dorr’s types of divergences

Syntactic mismatches Dorr’s divergences

Branch relabeling Thematic divergence

Head-switching
{

Demotional divergence/
Promotional divergence

Fission/fusion
{

Lexical divergence/
Conflational divergence

Branch transposition — [not considered]
— Categorial divergence

– On the other hand, it is possible that an LS sentence and its LT equivalent differ
“globally” in that the underlying common meaning is distributed between lexical
items and syntactic constructions of both sentences in a completely different way,
as in example (77).

(77) a. Ceux qui persévèrent aboutissent.
‘Those who persevere succeed.’

b. Esli uporno idti vper�d, to svoego dob��x�s�.
Esli uporno idti vperëd, to svoego dob’ëš’sja.
if persistently to-go forward, then your-due [you]-obtain

Pairs of sentences of this type do manifest syntactic mismatches of the n : m-
type, but the extent of mismatching is such that the sentences in question are
simply incommensurable at the DSynt-level; they also reveal a semantic mis-
match. In such a case, the source sentence must be analyzed down to its semantic
representation and transfer must take place at the semantic level.

The four major types of mismatches correspond to divergences proposed in Dorr
(1993) as shown in Table 3. Demotional divergence and promotional divergence are
inverse with respect to each other, as are lexical and conflational divergence. There-
fore, they constitute in fact a single mismatch type: in our terms, head-switching and
fission/fusion, respectively. Dorr’s classification does not contain the branch transposi-
tion type of mismatch. Her categorial divergence and structural divergence disappear
from our typology due to the use of the DSyntS: they must be treated within a mono-
lingual linguistic model.

The statistical distribution of the individual types of mismatches, which is interest-
ing from the viewpoint of practical applications, is, of course, specific to each pair of
languages involved. To ascertain these would require extensive study which we could
not undertake in the scope of our current work.

6 Transfer in the paraphrasing paradigm

In this section, we introduce MTT’s paraphrasing system and show how it can be
applied in MT to handle syntactic mismatches.

6.1 The starting point: MTT’s paraphrasing system

The main three features of the MTT paraphrasing system (Žolkovskij and Mel’čuk
1967; Mel’čuk 1974, pp 141–176, 1988a, pp 77–79, 1993; Milićević 2003), which
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was developed for intralinguistic paraphrasing, are: (i) lexical and structural para-
phrasing means are strictly separated, (ii) lexical paraphrasing is based on LFs, and
(iii) structural paraphrasing is based on the DSyntS.

Two major types of paraphrasing rules are distinguished: (a) lexical paraphrasing
rules and (b) structural paraphrasing rules.

6.1.1 Lexical paraphrasing rules

A lexical paraphrasing rule expresses semantic (quasi-)equivalence between two
configurations of LUs (in a DSyntS) whose syntactic properties might differ. No-
tationally, L1 ≡ L2, L1 ≡ L2− r→L3 (where r is a DSyntRel), etc. Each of these LU-
configurations can be used instead of another in paraphrasing, provided that the
necessary syntactic readjustments (in the DSynt-structures being processed) are car-
ried out and all contextual constraints are respected.

All lexical equivalences at the level of DSyntS can be expressed in terms of LFs, as
in examples (78)–(80).

(78) Rlex1: L(V) ≡ Conv21(L(V))

In (78), L(V) stands for “an LU which is a verb” or a verbal expression of the
form ‘be + Adv/Adj’ (such as be afraid). For instance, be afraid ≡ frighten, belong ≡
include, follow ≡ precede. The verb frighten is a conversive of be afraid, with the per-
mutation of deep-syntactic actants I and II; this relation is symbolized as frighten =
Conv21(be_afraid). The same holds for the other pairs above.

The rule in (79a) covers, for instance, the equalities be quickly ≡ quickly (79b),
usually to ≡ usually (79c), hurry ≡ in a hurry. Quickly is an adverb equivalent of
be quick that characterizes the action of deep-syntactic actant I of be_quick (this is
expressed by the right subscript “1” to Adv) and has the deep-syntactic actant II of
be_quick as its governor (this is expressed by the left superscript “II”). The other
pairs show the same relationship.

(79) a. Rlex2: L(V) ≡ IIAdv1(L(V))

b. John was quick to react. ≡ John reacted quickly.

c. John used to swim. ≡ John usually swam.

The rule in (80) describes such cases as be responsible for ≡ the responsibility lies
with, be stressed ≡ the stress falls on, respond ≡ the response comes from. The verb
lie, which is the value of the LF Func1 applied to the noun responsibility, which is
a nominalization of be_responsible; Func1 is a light verb that takes responsibility
as its subject and the deep-syntactic actant I of responsibility as its Obl(ique)Obj.
As a result, the expression X is responsible for Y is semantically equivalent to the
expression the responsibility for Y lies with X.31

(80) Rlex3: L(V) ≡ S0(L(V))⊕Func1(S0(L(V)))

31 It has to be emphasized that all semantic equivalences between DSyntSs cited in this paper are
considered up to the “Communicative” (or “Information”) Structure. As a result, in two semantically
equivalent DSyntSs, their Themes and their Rhemes may diverge. The communicative equivalence is
ensured by communicative rules, which are not discussed in this paper.
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To sum up: If two (configurations of) lexical units L1 and L2 are related by a lexical
paraphrasing rule (i.e., if they are semantically equivalent), one can replace the other
in any DSyntS, provided all relevant structural adjustments are carried out. These
structural adjustments are expressed in terms of structural paraphrasing rules.

6.1.2 Structural paraphrasing rules

A structural paraphrasing rule expresses the correspondence between two subtrees
of non-lexicalized deep-syntactic structures: S1 ↔ S2. This means that S1 and S2 can
be mutually substituted when required by a lexical replacement. In other words, a
structural paraphrasing rule is triggered by the application of a lexical paraphrasing
rule. Consider the examples (81)–(83).

(81) a. Rstruct1: A←I-X-II→B↔ B←I-Y-II→A

b. John is afraid of the consequences. ≡ The consequences frighten John.

c. John [A]←I-is afraid [X]-II→of the consequences [B]

d. The consequences [B]←I-frighten [Y]-II→John [A]

(82) a. Rstruct2: X-II→B↔ B-ATTR→ Y

b. John was quick to react. ≡ John reacted quickly.

c. John was quick [X]-II→to react [B].

d. John reacted [B]-ATTR→quickly [Y]

(83) a. Rstruct3: A←I-X↔ Y←I-Z-II→A

b. Terrorists are responsible for this attack.≡The responsibility for this attack
lies with terrorists.

c. terrorists [A]←I-are responsible [X] [for this attack]

d. the responsibility [Y] [for this attack]←I-lies [Z]-II→with terror-
ists [A]

As mentioned above, lexical and structural paraphrasing rules are related. Each
lexical rule has one or several structural rules associated with it; for each element of
a lexical rule, we specify its correspondence with an element of the structural rule in
question. For instance, the full specification of Rlex1 is as in (84).

(84) Rlex1: Rstruct1(X := L(V); Y := Conv21(L(V)))

This is to be read as follows: Rlex1 is served by the structural rule Rstruct1; the variable
X in Rstruct1 is instantiated by L(V) and Y by a 2/1-conversive of L(V).

The associated structural rules ensure the syntactic adjustments which are required
by the application of the lexical rule.

The important advantages of such a paraphrasing system are:

(a) Simplicity: the rules are maximally simple from a linguistic viewpoint (although
not necessarily elementary in the strict sense).

(b) Linguistic validity: each rule is linguistically valid in the sense that it corresponds
to an intuitively perceived linguistic phenomenon.
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(c) Universality: the universal nature of the DSyntS leads to an exhaustive calculus
of logically possible types of lexical and structural paraphrasing rules. Lexical
paraphrasing rules, formulated in terms of LFs, are expected to be sufficient for
the description of all regular lexical equivalences in human languages. Struc-
tural paraphrasing rules, formulated in terms of elementary transformations of
DSyntSs, are equally expected to be sufficient for the description of all possible
syntactic transformations.

(d) Small number of rules: the paraphrasing system contains no more than 100 lexical
and no more than 50 syntactic rules (in Mel’čuk 1992, less than 60 lexical rules
and less than 40 structural rules are presented).

(e) Modularity and portability: individual rules can be modified, replaced or intro-
duced without affecting the rest of the system.

(f) Precise formulation: the description of a rule in formal terms makes the system
suitable for implementation.

We propose to use the paraphrasing system of MTT for transfer in MT in order
to solve the problem of structural mismatches. More precisely, we propose to extend
the technique of monolingual paraphrasing to the transfer of mismatching syntactic
structures between the source and the target languages. This requires:

– additional standardization of rules;
– compiling a set of elementary syntactic operations and specifying a mechanism

for the composition of structural paraphrasing rules from these operations;
– elaboration of a formal paraphrasing grammar.

6.2 Paraphrasing rules in transfer

In the monolingual scenario, paraphrasing rules are applied to the DSyntS S of a
sentence Se in order to produce an equivalent DSyntS S′, which will give rise to
a paraphrase of Se. In the transfer scenario, paraphrasing rules are applied to the
DSyntS SS of the source sentence SeS in order to produce an equivalent DSyntS ST
of the target language, which gives rise to the sentence SeT , a translation of SeS (in a
more compact notation: SeT = τ(SeS)).

Formally, paraphrasing of DSyntS S in the monolingual scenario may be considered
as tree rewriting, which implies that the resulting DSyntS S′ is, in a sense, the original
S: lexico-syntactically modified but semantically the same. In other words, the para-
phrasing is carried out on the original DSyntS. This is justified since the paraphrasing
modifications most often affect only a small part of S, the rest being left untouched.
Tree rewriting has been central to transfer-oriented MT for a long time, recently, espe-
cially in connection with the transfer of packed linguistic representations (Emele and
Dorna 1998; Dymetman and Tendeau 2000). On the other hand, tree rewriting is also
a specific case of graph rewriting. In theoretical computer science, graph transforma-
tion is commonly described in terms of graph grammars. We may thus interpret the
DSynt-transfer paraphrasing grammar as a graph rewriting grammar. An early imple-
mentation of such a grammar for the German–Russian language pair is presented in
Specht (2002).

However, in the interlingual scenario, paraphrasing is more appropriately viewed as
tree transduction (more generally: graph transduction), which implies that the original
DSyntS SS is mapped onto the resulting DSyntS ST such that ST is a translational
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equivalent of SS, with SS being left untouched. Tree transduction is more appropriate
for DSynt-based transfer in MT because of the following three observations:

(a) The left-hand side and the right-hand side of a transfer rule are defined over
disjunct alphabets. Tree rewriting would thus lead to intermediate structures that
are, strictly speaking, incorrect since they contain node labels from both LS and
LT .

(b) The application of transfer rules is unordered. Therefore, in order to avoid cases
where a structural transformation required by a lexical equivalence is not appli-
cable because (some of) the elements of its left-hand side image in SS have
already been substituted by elements from LT , tree rewriting would require that
syntactic transformations be applied to “hybrid” structure fragments. This is,
again, to be avoided.

(c) The substitution of a lexical configuration by its translational equivalent in SS
may lead to a linguistically invalid intermediate structure, which requires the
application of further lexical translation equivalences in order to “get repaired”.
As a consequence, tree rewriting would require that lexical equivalences trigger
not only structural transformations, but also further lexical equivalence substi-
tutions. This would make transfer an unnecessarily complex procedure.

Therefore, we interpret the DSynt-transfer paraphrasing procedure as tree trans-
duction. In formal terms, our DSynt-transfer paraphrasing is a graph transduction
grammar whose theoretical foundations represent an extension of the graph rewrit-
ing grammars known from computer science.

6.2.1 Paraphrasing rule application in transfer

As we have seen above, in the traditional intralinguistic paraphrasing setting of MTT,
an individual lexical paraphrasing rule triggers the application of one or several struc-
tural rules, with each of the latter implying one or several concomitant syntactic
operations. In order to avoid redundancy, we suggest a fully compositional approach
to the definition of a paraphrasing rule in the transfer scenario, such that a transfer
rule π consists of a lexical equivalence statement Llex ≡Rlex and a number of syntactic
transformations of the form Lsynt ↔Rsynt. Before we continue with the formalization
of the notion of paraphrasing rules, let us sketch the application of a paraphrasing
rule π to a given DSyntS SS. The application is performed in six steps:

1. Identify an image of Llex in SS.
2. Check the conditions that must be fulfilled for π to be applicable.
3. Introduce the image of Rlex into the fragment of the target DSyntS already

obtained by previous transfer rule applications; let the resulting forest be named
S̄T .

4. Identify the image of Lsynt in SS and the images of the nodes of Rsynt in S̄T for
each syntactic transformation associated with the given lexical equivalence Llex ≡
Rlex.

5. Connect the images of the nodes of Rsynt in S̄T for each syntactic transformation
associated with the given lexical equivalence in accordance with the DSyntRels
in Rsynt; let the resulting graph (which may still be a forest) be named S′T .

6. Mark the image of Llex in SS as transduced.
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In a realistic application, any paraphrasing transfer rule π is applied to a genuine
substructure of a source DSyntS SS, along with structural transformations. There-
fore, another type of rule—of a more general nature—proves necessary for DSyntS-
paraphrasing: rules that specify how to deal with arcs contiguous to the nodes affected
by a paraphrasing rule. They may need to be “reattached” to different nodes of the
image of Rsynt than before. We call the procedure of reattaching “syntactic tree adjust-
ment”.

Taking the syntactic tree adjustment into account, the application of a paraphrasing
rule π to a given DSyntS SS must be extended by a seventh step:

7. Adjust the image of Rsynt in S′T .

As will become clear later, the application of paraphrasing transfer rules of an STE
is order-independent. However, we must take into account that

– the Llexs of several rules may overlap or even coincide;
– it cannot be taken for granted that the application of a subset of rules leads to a

well-formed translation of a given DSyntSS.

In order to avoid erroneous or incomplete translations, the STE uses a “clustering”
mechanism that has extensively been tested with a graph transduction grammar imple-
mented for text generation (Bohnet and Wanner 2001). Before any rule is applied to
the source DSyntSS, the clustering mechanism first groups rules that are compatible
(i.e., whose Llexs do not overlap) and that cover a connected fragment of the DSyntSS;
then it selects those compatible rule groups that fully cover the DSyntSS. Applying
the selected rule groups in sequence, the STE obtains alternative well-formed and
valid translations of DSyntSS.

In what follows, we focus on individual paraphrasing rules. We define the lexical
equivalences and the syntactic transformations triggered by them in terms of “elemen-
tary paraphrasing rules.” Elementary paraphrasing rules are extended to paraphrasing
rules proper in order to accomodate for the necessary syntactic tree adjustments.

6.2.2 Elementary paraphrasing rules

Let us start with the formal notion of elementary paraphrasing rule and then illustrate
its central elements.

Notion of elementary paraphrasing rule: An elementary paraphrasing rule is de-
fined over the bilingual lexical index (BLI) as a quadruple that consists of a lexical
equivalence rule, the set of syntactic operations triggered by the lexical equivalence, a
set of correspondences between the variables of the lexical equivalence and syntactic
operations, and a (potentially empty) set of conditions that restrict the application
of the rule. The conditions may concern grammatical or semantic features of the
elements of Llex or Rlex or the context of Llex or Rlex within DSyntSS, or DSyntST
respectively

Definition 4 (Elementary paraphrasing rule). Let lexeqπe := (Llex ≡ Rlex) be a lex-
ical equivalence defined over the BLI, Syπe := {Lsynt ↔ Rsynt} the set of syntactic
operations triggered by lexeqπe , and � a pair of correspondences (φL, φR), where φL
establishes the correspondences between the elements of all Lsynt ∈ Syπe and the ele-
ments of Llex, while φR establishes the correspondences between the elements of all
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Rsynt ∈ Syπe and the elements of Rlex. Then, πe := (lexeqπe , Syπe , �) is an elementary
paraphrasing rule without application conditions. If there are any conditions Co that
must be fulfilled for a πe to be applicable, then πe := (lexeqπe , Syπe , �, Co).

Let us now discuss first the sets of lexical equivalences and universal syntactic oper-
ations over which elementary paraphrasing rules are defined and then the syntactic
adjustments.
Interlinguistic Lexical Equivalences: An elementary lexical equivalence is a gener-
alization over the BLI; it specifies—in terms of LFs—which target LU(s) can be
substituted for a given source LU Li, in any given sentence Se in order to obtain a
translation of Se. More precisely, it establishes a semantic equivalence either

A. between an LU LS and an LU LT given by a lexical-functional expression of the
form f (L′T) (or of the form f 1(L′T)⊕f 2(L′T)), or

B. between LUs specified as LF-expression or (LF-configuration expressions) in LS
and LT , respectively.

Lexical equivalences of type A are further subdivided into five different subclass-
es:32

[A1] Synonymic equivalences: a lexical unit LS is replaced by its “synonym” in LT ,
which can be written as (85).

(85) LS ≡ Syn(LS, LT)

This lexical equivalence rule captures all fully matching translation equivalence LU
pairs in the BLI (cf. case 1, in the description of the BLI, Sect. 2, p 10), for example
French–German (amour, Liebe) ‘love,’ German–English (Pflanze, plant).

[A2] Antonymic equivalences: a lexical unit LS is replaced in LT by its antonym
(expressed in terms of the LF ‘Anti’) plus a negative expression; cf. (86).

(86) LS ≡Anti(LS, LT)-ATTR→NEG

In English, typical instances of NEG are: not, far from, without, less than; in French,
one of the instances of NEG is peu ‘little’.

This lexical equivalence rule covers the Anti-translations in the BLI; cf. English–
German–Russian–French (shallow, seicht, melki� [melkij], profond, Anti), the cor-
respondence already cited above, and French–English (ignorer [‘not-know’], know,
Anti) as in (87), with LS instantiated as French ignorer and Anti(LS, English) as
know (Fig. 14).

(87) J’ignore ces données.
I don’t know these data.

[A3] Conversive equivalences: a lexical unit LS is replaced by its conversive Convijkl,
the most common being the 2/1-conversion (88).

(88) LS ≡ Conv21(LS, LT)

32 To adjust the notation of LFs to the interlingual scenario, we extend the domain of LFs by a further
dimension: LF: VS × L → VT , where VS is the source language vocabulary, L is the set of target
languages, and VT is the target language vocabulary.
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Fig. 14 Equivalent DSyntSs of sentences in (87)

Obviously, this lexical equivalence rule accounts for the entries in the BLI whose
translation equivalents are conversives:33 for example, Spanish–English (parecer,
think, Conv21), (cobrar, pay, Conv21), as in (89).

(89) a.

?

Qué te parece este libro? what to-you seems this book?
What do you think of this book?

b. Nos cobras. from-us you-receive.
We pay (you).

[A4] Derivative equivalences: a lexical unit L is replaced by one of its derivatives:
LS ≡ DER(LS, LT), with DER ∈ {Sing, Mult, Si, Advi, …} (i = 1,2,…), that is,
as in (90).

(90) LS = ≡ = Singpl(LS, LT)

LS(V)
≡ Oper1(S1(LS, LT), LT) -II→S1(LS, LT)

LS(Adv)
≡ V0(LS, LT)

LS(V)
≡Adv1(LS, LT)

…

Samples from the BLI that are covered by the lexical equivalence rules in (90)
include German–English (Geschwister, brothers-and-sisters, Singpl), French–Rus-
sian (soigner [‘treat’], leqawi� vraq [lečaščij vrač ‘treating doctor’], S1), and
English–French (go out, sortir [‘go-out’], V0), as in (91).

(91) a. Die Geschwister trafen sich regelmäßig.
The brothers-and-sisters met refl. regularly
The brothers and sisters met regularly.

b. Qui la soigne? who her(obj.) treats
Kto e� leqawi� vraq? Kto eë lečaščij vrač?
who-is her(gen.) treating doctor?

c. He crawled out of the den.
Il est sorti de la tannière en rampant.
he is gone-out of the den by crawling

33 The operation of conversion implies the permutation of DSyntAs with respect to the correspond-
ing SemAs; elimination and introduction of DSyntAs may also occur. If we consider only LUs with
no more than four actants (which is the most current case) and disregard elimination/introduction of
DSyntAs, the maximal number of theoretically possible elementary conversive equivalences is thus
4! = 24. However, most of these equivalences do not occur in natural languages.
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Crawl out is translated into French as sortir en rampant by the application of two
lexical equivalence rules: LS ≡ Syn(LS, LT) (to account for the translation of crawl),
and LS(Adv)

≡ V0(LS, LT) and its accompanying syntactic operations (to account for
the translation of out).34 In general, these two lexical equivalences suffice to ensure
the translation of all English constructions of the type L(V)-II→Prepdir, where LS(V)

is a verb denoting the manner in which a movement is performed and Prepdir is a
preposition expressing the direction of the movement, into French, as in (92) for
example.

(92) swim across ≡ traverser en nageant ‘cross by swimming’
fly into ≡ entrer en volant ‘enter by flying’
run out of ≡ sortir en courant ‘go-out by running’

The English directional adverb is translated as a French main verb;35 this entails
the structural head-switching operation and the transformation of the English main
verb into Adv1 (realized in French by an en V-ant construction).

[A5] Collocational equivalences: a lexical unit LS is replaced by a collocation, i.e.,
semantically equivalent to LS and consists of DER(LS) and an LF (DER(LS)). A
finite set of collocational equivalences is available. The most frequent equivalence is
the one that involves such LFs as Oper1 and Labor32 (93).

(93) LS(V)
≡ S0(LS(V)

, LT)←II-Oper1(S0(LS(V)
, LT))

LS(V)
≡ S0(LS(V)

, LT)←IV-Labor32(S0(LS(V)
, LT))

This equivalence accounts for such entries in the BLI as French–English
(SE_SUICIDERV , SUICIDEN , S0), where se suicider is lit. ‘to suicide oneself’; and Ger-
man–Russian (mieten, prokat, S0), where mieten is the verb ‘to rent’, and prokat
prokat the noun ‘rent’. Oper1(suicide) = commit [∼] and Labor32(prokat) = vz�t�
na∼ (with vz�t� na vzjat’ na ‘take on’) are added as support verbs by structural rules.
Other collocation equivalences include Labor12, Real1, and Labreal12 as in (94).

(94) LS(V)
≡ S0(LS(V)

, LT)←III-Labor12(S0(LS(V)
, LT))

LS(V)
≡ S0(LS(V)

, LT)←II-Real1(S0(LS(V)
, LT))

LS(V)
≡ S0(LS(V)

, LT)←III-Labreal12(S0(LS(V)
, LT))

For the first of the three equivalences in (94), a sample BLI-entry is Russian–
German (vyrazit�, Ausdruck, S0⊕Labor12), where vyrazit� vyrazit’ is the verb
‘to express’, while Ausdruck is the noun ‘expression’ as exemplified in (95).

(95) a. V �to� reqi, on vyrazil svoi somneni� v uspexnom ishode dela.
V ètoj reči, on vyrazil svoi somnenija v uspešnom isxode dela.
in this speech he expressed his doubts in successful outcome of-
enterprise

34 The conditions defined for the corresponding paraphrasing rules ensure their correct sequential
application.
35 In accordance with MTT, we consider across, into, out_of, etc. to be deep adverbs.
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b. In dieser Rede brachte er seine Zweifel bezüglich eines positiven Ausgangs
des Unternehmens zum Ausdruck.
in this speech brough he his doubts regarding a positive outcome of-the
enterprise to expression

‘In this speech he expressed his doubts about the successful outcome of the
enterprise.’

Labor12(Ausdruck) = bringen [zum ∼] lit. ‘bring [to ∼]’ is introduced as support
verb by auxiliary syntactic rules.

The second and third equivalences in (94) are instantiations of the lexical mismatch
type discussed as case (iii) in Sect. 5.2.1: a fused value of an LF f, //f(LS), corresponds to
a non-fused value of f, f(LT)⊕LT , when this is applied to the translation equivalent of
LS, that is LT. Thus the verb to bottle [= //Labreal12(bottleN)] is equivalent to French
mettre en bouteilles lit. ‘put into bottles’ [= Labreal12(bouteille)-III→bouteillepl] as
in (96).36

(96) Bottled in Château Blaignan
Mis en bouteilles au Château Blaignan

Given that the corresponding DSyntSs contain fused LF-expressions as node labels
(//Labreal12(bottleN), //Real1(dusche) ‘shower’, etc.), the BLI-entries for these equi-
valences are standard entries that do not show any divergence between LS and LT ,
as in English–French (bottleN ,bouteille), German–Russian (Dusche, duš) (where
Dusche and dux duš both correspond to the noun ‘shower’).37

The lexical equivalences of type B (see above), i.e., of equivalences between LFs,
include, among others, the two equivalences in (97) (see Mel’čuk 1992 for a relatively
complete list).

(97) Func2(LS) ≡Oper1(LS, LT)
Labor12(LS) ≡Oper2(LS, LT)

To account for these equivalences, the translation of the keywords in the BLI
suffices, as in English–French (thanks, remerciements) or Russian–German (bom-
bardirovka, Bombardement) exemplified in (98).

(98) a. My thanks go to John.
J’exprime mes remerciements à John.
I-express my thanks to john.

b. Amerikanska� aviaci� podvergla gorod tr�hdnevno�
massirovanno� bombardirovke.
Amerikanskaja aviacija podvergla gorod trëxdnevnoj massirovannoj
bombardirovke.
American aviation subjected city to-three-day massive bombardment
Die Stadt lag drei Tage lang unter einem massiven Bombardement der
amerikanischen Luftwaffe.
the city lay three days long under a massive bombardment of-the
American airforce

36 See also example (60) above, for illustration.
37 The Labreal12(bouteille) ‘bottle’ construction requires bouteille to be in the plural; this is
indicated in the monolingual French ECD.
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The transformation of the syntactic constructions that accompany the substitu-
tion of one LF by an equivalent LF (such as Func2(LS)-I→ LS⇒ Oper1(LS, LT)-
II→(LS, LT)) is taken care of by the associated structural rules.

Further common lexical collocational equivalences of type B include those in (99).

(99) Oper1(LS) ≡Oper2(LS, LT)
Func1(LS) ≡ Func2(LS, LT)
Labor12(LS)≡ Labor32(LS, LT)
Oper1(LS) ≡ Func1(LS, LT)
Oper1(LS) ≡ Labor12(LS, LT)
Real1(LS) ≡ IIAdv1Real1(LS, LT)

All these LF-equivalences can be reduced to different types of conversion:
Oper2(LS) ≡ Conv321(Oper1(LS, LT)), etc. However, for simplicity’s sake, we spell
out the direct LF-equivalences explicitly.

Universal Elementary Syntactic Operations: Elementary syntactic operations trig-
gered by individual lexical equivalence rules fall into three classes: (i) branch rela-
beling, (ii) branch inversion, and (iii) branch transposition.38 Branch transposition
subdivides further into two subcases: (iii.a) branch raising and (iii.b) branch lowering.

(i) Branch relabeling is defined as in (100),

(100) XS
ri−→YS ↔ XT

rj−→ YT , ri �= rj

where XS/YS are source language lexical unit variables, XT /YT the translation equiv-
alent variables of XS/YS, and ri, rj ∈ {I, II, …, VI, ATTR, COORD, APPEND}.

The most common of the relabeling operations are the two relabelings that express
the I-II and II-I conversions, i.e., those that are associated with the lexical equivalence
rule L ≡ Conv21(L, LT), see (101).

(101) XS-I→ YS ↔ XT - II→YT
XS-II→ YS ↔ XT -I→YT

A clear case of this kind of relabeling is observed for BLI-equivalences between
personal intransitive verbs in English and impersonal transitive verbs in Russian
and German such as be sick toxnit� tošnit’ ‘vomit’ expressed as (be_sick, tošnit’,
Conv
1); and English–German (shake, schütteln, Conv
1) (here, 
 stands for
“dummy actant”: English it, German es, Russian ∅3SG), as in (102).

(102) a. I am sick.
Men� toxnit. Menja tošnit. to-me it-vomits
I←I-be_sick↔ ja←II-tošnit’

b. I am shaking.
Mich schüttelt es. me shakes it
I←I-shake↔ ich←II-schütteln

38 Recall that these syntactic operations are used together with lexical equivalence rules of the type
LS ≡ LT to ensure the well-formedness of the resulting DSyntS and, most importantly, its semantic
equivalence with the starting DSyntS (which could be affected by the syntactic divergences between
LS and LT ).
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Fig. 15 Equivalent DsyntSs of
sentences in (103)

Fig. 16 Equivalent DsyntSs
of sentences in (106a)

≡

A more general case of conversion is the widely cited equivalence (miss, manquer,
Conv21) as in (103) and Fig. 15.

(103) Charles misses Anne.
Anne manque à Charles. Anne lacks to Charles

The structural operations involved here are shown in (104).

(104) XS-I→ YS =↔ = XT -II→ YT
XS-II→YS↔ XT -I→YT .

(ii) Branch inversion is defined as in (105a). The most frequent branch inversions
include those in (105b, c).

(105) a. YS
ri←− XS ↔ YT

rj−→ XT ,

b. XS-ATTR→ YS ↔ YT -II→ XT ,

c. XS-ATTR→ YS ↔ YT -III→ XT .

Transformations of this type are triggered by such derivative lexical equivalence
rules as LS(V)

≡ IIAdv1(LS, LT) and LS(Adv)
≡ V0(LS, LT), exemplified by English–

German like vs. gern ‘with pleasure’ example (3), repeated here as (106a) for conve-
nience; and English–Russian used to vs. obyqno obyčno ‘usually’ (106b), shown in
Figs. 16 and 17, respectively.

(106) a. (like, gern, IIAdv1)
I like swimming.
Ich schwimme gern. I swim with-pleasure

b. (used_to, obyČno, IIAdv1)
He used to take the train
On obyqno ezdil na poezde.
On obyčno ezdil na poezde.
he usually rode on train

Strictly speaking, branch inversion as presented above subsumes two different
operations: (a) branch inversion per se and (b) branch relabeling.

Note that derivative lexical equivalence does not necessarily involve succeeding
structural operations; consider, for instance, the equivalence LS ≡Mult(LSsg ,LT) that
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Fig. 17 Equivalent DsyntSs of
sentences in (106b)

applies for example, to English–French (voter, électorat, Mult), where électorat
corresponds to ‘electorate’, as in (107). No structural operations are involved in the
realization of this equivalence.

(107) The voters decided differently.
L’électorat a décidé autrement.
the electorate has decided differently

(iii) Branch transposition is defined as in (108),

(108) YS
qi−→ XS

ri−→ TS ↔ XT
qj←− YT

rj−→ TT

where TS, TT are subtrees and q is a deep-syntactic relation not affected by the trans-
position. Branch transposition moves a subtree from its governor either one level
up—to this governor’s governor—or one level down—to one of its governor’s depen-
dents. In other words, if the operation is applied from left to right it corresponds to
branch raising; applied in the opposite direction, it describes branch lowering.

Frequent transpositions include, for instance those listed in (109).

(109) YS-II→ XS-I→TS ↔ XT ←II-YT -III→TT
YS-II→ XS-I→TS ↔ XT ←II-YT -I→TT
YS-I→ XS-I→TS. ↔ XT ←II-YT -I→TT

They are triggered, for instance, by some special synonymous lexeme equivalences
or LF-equivalences. For instance, the first can be triggered by synonymous lexical
equivalences of the type (wash, laver), (tear, déchirer).

More precisely, this type of equivalence is triggered by the synonymous lexical
equivalence between an English verb that denotes physical impact (such as wash,
tear) and the corresponding verb, for example, in French, when its DirO is the name
of a bodypart.39 Consider for illustration the pair (110), Fig. 18 (cf. also (74) in Sect.
5.2.5).

(110) I wash Paul’s hands.
Je lave les mains à Paul. I wash the hands to Paul

39 Strictly speaking, such a generalized synonymic equivalence is better described in terms of an
elementary syntactic equivalence rather than in terms of a lexical equivalence. The introduction of
such elementary syntactic equivalences whose application can trigger structural transformations (in
the same way lexical equivalences do) will be necessary in a more comprehensive presentation of the
STE.
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Fig. 18 Equivalent DsyntSs of
sentences in (110)

Fig. 19 Equivalent DsyntSs of sentences in (111)

The second transposition is applied in the context of synonymous lexical equiva-
lences of the type French sembler to Russian kazat�s� kazat’sja ‘seem’, as illustrated
in (75).

The third of the transpositions in (109) comes to bear after the LF-equivalence
Func2 ≡Oper1 has been applied as in (111a, b). The structural transformation applied
here is shown in (111c). Fig. 19 shows the corresponding DsyntSs.

(111) a. My special thanks go to John.

b. J’exprime des remerciements particuliers à John
I-express some thanks special to John.

c. Func2-I→thanks-I→I↔ moi←I-Oper1-II→remerciements

Consider finally an example of both reversed and transposed branch equivalence,
in (112) and Fig. 20.

(112) On zakonqil svo� req� prizyvom k molodym.
On zakončil svoju reč’ prizyvom k molodym.
he ended his speech by-appeal to young-ones
At the end of his speech, he appealed to youth.

Note that the pair of structures in Fig 20 manifests another non-trivial lexical
equivalence, covered by the rule LS ≡Mult(LSsg ,LT): molodojpl ≡ youth.

6.2.3 Syntactic tree adjustments

Syntactic tree adjustment transformations (“elementary adjustments”, for short)
are connection maintenance transformations triggered by equivalence transforma-
tions. Adjustments ensure the well-formedness of the resulting structure after the
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Fig. 20 Equivalent DzyntSs of sentences in (112)

≡

Fig. 21 Equivalent DsyntSs of sentences in (113)

application of an elementary lexical equivalence transformation. Three major cases
of syntactic adjustments must be distinguished.

[1] A lexical unit LS (i.e., an element of Llex) is replaced by an LU LT (i.e., Rlex)
without inversion of syntactic dependency between LS and LT ; this case covers syn-
onymic and conversive lexical equivalences: simple or involving transpositions of
subtrees, but not involving head-switching. It does not require any adjustment apart
from the straightforward reattachment.

Type 1 adjustment rule: All contiguous branches of LS are reattached to LT without
any change.

For illustration of this type of adjustment, let us modify example (103) as (113) and
Fig. 21.

(113) Charles misses Anne terribly [since she left].
Anne manque à Charles énormément [depuis …].
Anne lacks to Charles enormously [since …].

As Fig. 21 shows, the LT DSynt-substructures that correspond to -ATTR→Magn
(with Magn(miss) = terribly) and -ATTR→since-II→leave-I→anne are reattached
without any change to manquer.
[2] A lexical unit LS is replaced by an LU LT with the inversion of syntactic
dependency between LS and LT ; this case covers lexical equivalences that entail
head-switching. The following adjustments are in order:

Type 2 adjustment rule

1. If LS has a DSyntA I, it is reattached to the new head.
2. As far as modifiers are concerned, two types of modifiers must be distinguished:

modifiers of the first type characterize its governor, so to speak, internally,
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1 1

≡

Fig. 22 Equivalent DsyntSs of sentences in (114)

qualifying or quantifying it; modifiers of the second type characterize it exter-
nally, specifying its coordinates in space and time, its evaluation by the speaker,
etc. Accordingly, two cases must be dealt with:
(a) Outgoing ATTR-branches of DSyntA II of LS (if LS is a verb) or the gover-

nor of LS (if it is an adverb) that characterize the event externally. They are
reattached to the governor of LT (if LS is a adverb) or to DSyntA II of LT
(if LT is a verb).

(b) Outgoing ATTR-branches of DSyntA II of LS/the governor of LS that char-
acterize the event internally as well as the actantial branches. They are not
affected by the adjustment.

The French–Russian pair in (114) and Fig. 22 shows this type of adjustment.40

(114) a. Il a le droit de voter dès sa majorité atteinte.
he has the right of to-vote since his majority reached

b. On imeet pravo golosa s momenta dosti�eni� im
soverxennoleti�.
On imeet pravo golosa s momenta dostiženija im soveršennoletija.
he has right of-vote from moment of-reaching by-him majority

‘He has the right to vote since reaching majority.’

The translation of majorité as soverxennoletie soveršennoletie requires the inver-
sion and relabeling of the dependency relation between majorité and atteint. As a
consequence, the first actant of the equivalent of majorité is reattached to dosti�e-
nie dostiženie ‘reaching’ (the new head), as is the equivalent of the subtree modifying
majorité.
[3] A lexical unit LS is replaced by a binary subtree LT1 -r→ LT2 . This is the most
complex case of adjustment. All dependents of LS have to be distributed between
LT1 and LT2 , the distribution being controlled by semantics. We cannot delve here
into all semantic subtleties, but, roughly speaking, the adjustment rules for this case
are as follows:

Type 3 adjustment rule

1. actant I of LS is reattached to LT1 .
2. Actants II–VI of LS are reattached to LT2 if LT2 = DER(LT1), otherwise they

are reattached to LT1 .

40 In this example, atteindre ‘reach’ (as a past participle atteinte) and dostiq� dostič’ ‘reach’ (as the
noun dosti�eni� dostiženija) are elements of the value of the LF IncepOper1(majorité/soverxen-
noletie) soveršennoletie ‘majority’. To simplify the presentation of the example, we did not make
this explicit in the corresponding figure.
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Fig. 23 Equivalent DsyntSs of (115)

3. ATTR-nodes that characterize LS internally are reattached to LT2 ; those that
characterize LS externally, are reattached to LT1 .

Adjustments of this type must be performed, for instance, in the case of antonymic
equivalences. If a source adjectival lexeme LAS is paraphrased by its antonymic equiv-
alence “Anti(LAS )-ATTR→NEG”, any modifier of LAS becomes a modifier of the
negation NEG. Let us give an example (115) with the equivalence (shallow, pro-
fond, Anti) already referred to above (see example (25a) and discussion thereof), as
seen in Fig. 23.

(115) The river is very shallow.
La rivière est très peu profond.
the river is very little deep

The equivalent of very, i.e., très, is reattached to the negation lexeme (peu ‘little’).
This adjustment can be generalized as follows:

if an adjectival LAS corresponds to an adjectival or a nominal phrase:
L′AdvT←ATTR-LAT or L′AT←ATTR-LNT

then the translation equivalent of any modifier of LAS is a modifier of
L′AdvT

Adjustments of type 3 are also necessary in the case of collocational equivalences. Let

us assume that a source verbal lexeme LVS corresponds to a verbal phrase L̃VT -r→
LNT , where L̃VT is an LF of the type Oper or Real. Then:

– the translation equivalent of DSyntA I of LVS is the DSyntA I of L̃VT ;
– the translation equivalents of DSyntAs II, III, … are the DSyntAs II, III, … of

LNT if the government pattern (GP) of LNT admits them, or of L̃VT , again, if
the GP of L̃VT admits them; if both GPs admit these actants, optional variants of
actant distribution are available;

– the translation equivalents of any qualifying modifiers are reattached to LNT ;
– the translation equivalents of any circumstantial modifiers are reattached to L̃VT .

The corresponding adjustments are illustrated, for example, by (116)–(118) and
Figs. 24–25.
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Fig. 24 Equivalent DsyntSs of sentences in (117)

pl

≡
1

pl

Fig. 25 Equivalent DsyntSs of sentences in (118)

(116) a. Und nun dusche ich. and now shower I.

b. A se�qas � primu dux. A sejčas ja primu duš.
and now I will-receive shower

‘And now I’ll take a shower.’

(117) a. Er ging im Park spazieren. he went in-the park to-walk

b. He went for a walk in the park.

(118) a. On oqen� boits� sobak. On očen’ boitsja sobak.
he very is-afraid of-dogs.

b. Er hat große Angst vor Hunden. he has great fear before dogs
‘He is very afraid of dogs.’

As shown in Fig. 24, Locin is an LF standing for a preposition with locative meaning,
as in at the station, at the conference, on the island, in the office, etc.: Locin and its depen-
dents are lowered and reattached to walk.

As seen in Fig. 25, the Magn that depends in Russian on the verb bo�t�s� bojat’sja
‘be afraid’ is lowered in German to the noun angst ‘fear’ (which is a dependent of
the new head—an empty verb Oper1).

A more complex variant of type 3 adjustment is illusrated by example (119) and
Fig. 26.

(119) a. Vqera byl moroz 30 gradusov.
Včera byl moroz 30 gradusov.
yesterday was frost 30 degrees

b. Yesterday, it was freezing–30 degrees.
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Fig. 26 Equivalent DsyntSs of sentences in (119)

The Func0-I→moroz ‘frost’ branch is substituted in English by the lexeme freeze.
As a consequence, the subtree with the first actant of moroz as head must be
re-attached to the new head, freeze as an APPEND-dependent. The modifier of
Func0 is also reattached to the new head.

6.2.4 Notion of paraphrasing transfer rule proper

Now we are in a position to define genuine paraphrasing rules as they are supposed
to be used in transfer.

Definition 5 (Paraphrasing transfer rule) Let � be the set of elementary paraphrasing
rules and TA the set of syntactic tree adjustments as outlined above. A paraphrasing
transfer rule p is defined over � and TA as a triple p := 〈πe, TAp, �tr〉 where:

– πe ∈ � is a quadruple 〈lexeqπe , Syπe, �, Co〉 as defined in Definition 4;
– TAp is the set of tree adjustments required for πe; tap ∈ TAp is defined as a pair

of subtrees, the left-hand subtree Lt and the right-hand subtree Rt, such that tap
is given by a bidirectional transformation Lt↔ Rt;

– �tr is a pair of mappings (φtrL , φtrL), where φtrL maps the instantiated elements
of Lsynt of all operations syπe ∈ Syπe onto Lt , and φtrR maps the instantiated
elements of Rsynt of all syπe ∈ Syπe onto Rt.

For purposes of illustration, the three paraphrasing rules that handle the examples
(113)–(115) are shown as (120)–(122). Note that in order not to make the illustra-
tion more complex than necessary, we do not provide the general variants of these
rules but, rather, the variants tuned to the examples. The examples are repeated for
convenience.

(120) Charles misses Anne terribly. ≡ Anne manque à Charles énormément.

πe: =lexeqπe : =LS ≡ Conv21(LS, LT)
Syπe : XS-I→ YS↔ XT -II→ YT

XS-II→ YS↔ XT -I→ YT
TAp: XS-ATTR→ YS↔ XT -ATTR→ YT
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(121) Il a le droit de voter dès sa majorité atteinte.≡On imeet pravo golosa s momenta
dostiženija im soveršennoletija.

πe: =lexeqπe : =LS ≡ Syn(LS, LT)
Syπe : XS-ATTR→ YS↔ YT -II→ XT
Co : YS is a verb

TAp: =XS-I→ ZS↔ YT -I→ ZT
AS-r→XS↔AT -r→YT

(122) The river is very shallow. ≡ La rivière est très peu profond.

πe: =lexeqπe : =LS ≡Anti(LS, LT)-ATTR→NEG,
Syπe : −

TAp: =XS-ATTR→ ZS↔ NEGT -ATTR→ ZT ,
(if ZS is an intensifier)

Analogous rules can be readily given for the other translation examples cited in
this article.

7 Summary

Mismatches between source and target syntactic structures are a challenge for MT.
As mentioned in the Introduction, a prominent strand of research in MT takes up
Dorr’s proposal to address this challenge by using an interlingua representation (see
Weinstein et al. 1997; Dave et al. 2001; Gupta and Chatterjee 2001, among others).
However, as is well known, an approach in the interlingua paradigm faces two major
difficulties: the definition of a truly language-independent representation that can
serve as an interlingua, and the development of a deep analysis module for mapping
the LS-sentences onto the interlingua representation. Therefore, the interlingua is
often biased—usually towards English, as for example the LCS used by Dorr (1993)
and in subsequent works. This makes it necessary to address the mismatches in the
same way as in the transfer-based paradigm. On the other hand, an approach in
the transfer paradigm runs the risk of using a transfer structure that is not abstract
enough to avoid what we called “pseudo-mismatches,” leading to a high number of
idiosyncratic transfer rules.

A recent trend in corpus-based MT is based on the alignment of (potentially non-
isomorphic) syntactic structures in parallel corpora and learning of translation rules;
(see, e.g., Gildea 2003; Čmejrek et al. 2003; Cicekli and Güvenir 2003). Being rele-
vant for the future, approaches of this type require large and rich corpora to contain
enough training material for the derivation of stable translation mappings. Such cor-
pora are and will still be scarce in the near future. Therefore, a transfer-based model
that adequately handles the problem of syntactic mismatches continues to be in great
demand. In this paper, we argued that:

(a) Transfer in MT is best handled at the level of DSyntS, as proposed by MTT;
DSyntS shows an appropriate degree of abstraction to serve as a convenient
transfer structure; the small number of DSynt-relations (nine in total) leads to
a restricted set of lexical equivalence and syntactic transformation rules (for
instance, 72 branch relabelings and 72 branch inversions are logically possible,
of which only a small subset is found in language pairs).
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(b) Transfer at the DSynt-level is best handled as interlingual paraphrasing; to de-
velop the corresponding mechanisms, the MTT intralingual paraphrasing system
can be used as a starting point.

(c) From a formal viewpoint, transfer as paraphrasing is best handled in terms of a
graph rewriting grammar.

Our argumentation is based on the rigorous definitions of a few key concepts:
(i) structural mismatch as a particular case of non-isomorphism of two DSyntSs;
(ii) paraphrasing transfer rules; (iii) DSynt-paraphrasing graph rewriting grammar
and its rules.

To facilitate the understanding of the presentation, we used illustrative data from
English, French, German, and Russian, examples of mismatches in translation sup-
plied with detailed explanations; materials from other languages are also used occa-
sionally.

Large-scale implementations of transfer mechanisms that are based on a DSynt-
like structure and on MTT’s paraphrasing apparatus (cf. first of all Apresjan et al.
1989, 1992; in press) and the operational implementation of a graph transduction
grammar formalism (Bohnet and Wanner 2001; Bohnet 2005) demonstrate that our
proposal can be readily implemented for use in practical MT.
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Appendix: proof of theorem 1

Let us repeat here, for the convenience of the reader, the theorem from p 31.

Theorem 1 (Types of syntactic mismatches) Let SS and ST be two translationally
(= semantically) equivalent deep-syntactic structures such that between SS and ST one
or several syntactic mismatches occur. Then, these mismatches can be only of the above
four types.

We show by induction that there are no other types of syntactic mismatches.

Proof Let us assume that SS and ST show a mismatch that is different from the four
in Fig. 13. If we can show that this assumption is false or that it leads to a contradiction
with our other assumptions with respect to DSyntS, we prove that only mismatches
1–4 exist.

1. Let SS be a one-node structure that consists of ns1 . From our assumption that
between SS and ST no fission/fusion mismatch occurs, we can conclude that ST
consists of one node nt1 that is the translation equivalent of ns1 . Therefore, SS and
ST are isomorphic and there is no syntactic mismatch between SS and ST .

2. Now, let SS be a two-node structure that consists of ns1 and ns2 . Wellformedness
criteria for DSyntS require that ns1 and ns2 be connected via a single relation rs:

ns1

rs−→ ns2 . Due to our assumption of no fission/fusion mismatch between SS and
ST , ST consists of two nodes nt1 and nt2 (we assume, without loss of generality,
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that nt1 is the translation equivalent of ns1 and nt2 the translation equivalent of
ns1 ). nt1 and nt2 are connected by a relation rt. Due to our assumption that there

is no head-switching mismatch between SS and ST , ST = nt1
rt−→ nt2 , and due to

the assumption that there is no branch relabeling mismatch, rs = rt. This means
that SS and ST are isomorphic.

3. Let us now assume that SS is a three-node structure that consists of ns1 , ns2 , and
ns3 . In order to be well-formed, SS must contain two relations rs1 and rs2 .

They are defined as follows: ns1

rs1←− ns2 and ns2

rs1−→ ns3 .
As above, due to our assumption of no fission/fusion mismatch between SS and
ST , ST contains the same number of nodes as SS: the nodes nt1 , nt2 , and nt3 . In
accordance with the well-formedness criteria, ST also contains two relations rt1
and rt2 .
According to our assumption, no branch relabeling and no head-switching mis-
match occur. Therefore, we can conclude that rt1 = rs1 and rt2 = rs2 . In other words,
it is not the case that the relations rt1 and rt1 changed their source or target nodes:
the head of rt1 and rt2 is thus nt2 : the translation equivalent of ns1 , the dependent
of rt1 is nt1 = ns1 and the dependent of rt2 is nt3 = τ(ns3). That is, SS and ST must
again be isomorphic.

n−1. In accordance with our induction strategy, let us hypothesize that SSn−1 is a
DSyntS with n−1 nodes (and therefore with n−2 relations), and that the cor-
responding target structure STn−1 is either isomorphic with SSn−1 or reveals
one or several mismatchs of types 1–4.

n. We have to prove now that a source structure SSn with n nodes is also either
isomorphic with its corresponding target structure or show a mismatch of a
pattern as predetermined by 1–4.

A DSyntS with n−1 nodes can be extended to a DSyntS with n nodes: an addi-
tional node is introduced and connected via a relation with the root node, with a
leaf node, or with an internal node. In the first case, the root node can be either
the head or the tail of the relation; to fulfil the well-formedness criterion of the
DSyntS as a tree, in the second and third case, the leaf or the internal node, as the
casse may be, must be the tail of the relation.
Let us consider these four cases in turn.

(a) Let the relation rα hold between the new node nsn and the root of SSn , nroot,

given as follows: nsn

rα−→ nroot.
Due to our assumption that there is no fission/fusion mismatch, a single node
ntn in the target structure corresponds to nsn . Furthermore, due to the assump-
tion that neither a branch relabeling nor a head-switching mismatch occurs,
the relation rα appears at the target side as ntn

rα−→ τ(nroot). The only new
mismatch not yet covered could be that one or several subtrees under the
root is/are moved to another governor. However, this would be a branch reat-
tachment mismatch, which implies a violation of our premise that no branch
reattachment mismatch occurs.

(b) Let the relation rα hold between the new node nsn and the root of SSn , nroot,

given as follows: nroot
rα−→ nsn . An analogous argumentation as above shows

that in τ(nroot)
rα−→ ntn ⊂ STn corresponds to nroot

rα−→ nsn and both relations
are isomorphic if no mismatch of the type 1–4 occurs. Again, only a reattach-
ment of the subtrees under the root can lead to a mismatch not considered yet
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in the (n−1)th step of our induction (that is, in the discussion of the mismatches
between SSn−1 and STn−1 ). But since we excluded a reattachment mismatch,
we can maintain that no new mismatch occurred at all.

(c) Let the relation rα hold between the new node nsn and a leaf node nα defined

as nα
rα−→ nsn . Then (by analogy to case (b)), no further mismatch occurs

between SSn and STn .
(d) Let the relation rα hold between the new node nsn and a an internal node

of SSn−1 defined. Then (by analogy to case (a)), no further mismatch occurs
between SSn and STn .

We have thus proven that any mismatch that may occur between any SSn and its
translation equivalent structure STn belongs to one of types 1–4. ��
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